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Monday, 5th March, 1934.

COUNCIL OF STATE,

The Council met in the Council Chamber of the Council House at
Ten of the Clock, the Honourable the President in the Chair.

MEMBER /SWORN:

The Honourable Sir Suieman Cassim Haji Mitha, Kt., C.I.E. (Bom
bay : Muhammadan). „

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE GENERAL BUDGET FOR 1934-35.

The H o n o u r a b le  th e  PRESIDENT: The discussion will now proceed
on the Budget, Part II, but I desire to point out that I am compelled
on account of the paucity of time to prescribe a time limit of 20 minutes
for individual speakers. I may also state for the information of the
Council that the new taxation proposals need not at this stage be elabo  ̂
rated as they will come up for discussion in the shape of. three separate
Bills and Honourable Members will have ample and unrestricted oppor
tunity to speak on those Bills when they are before the House. The
debate will now proceed.

T he H onourable R ai B ahadur L ala R A M  SARAN  D A S (P u n jab : 
N on-M uham m adan): Sir, I  am sorry that it has now becom e the habit
of the Finance Department of the Government of India to balance their
budgets by additional taxation. The balancing of the budget ought to
take place or  ̂ the expenditure side, but not on the receipt side. W e
must- cut our coat according to our cloth. B ut here we see that we first
determine the expenditure and then make up the income by additional
taxation. It  is a matter of great- regret that the emergency budgets
which from time to time have been introduced in this House as an emer
gency measure are now being consolidated into a permanent one. As
far as surcharge of income-tax and super-tax and the other surcharges
are concerned, T find that they are now coming into the Finance Bill as
a mntter of course instead of being done away with. The export of gold
is being allowed notwithstanding the great protest which the country as
a whole, public bodies and public men have been making from  time to
time, and this is being done to maintain the present vicious rate of
exchange, i&ir, generally speaking, the agricultural incom e of India,
which concerns more than 76 per cent, o f the population, is constantly
going down. I  will give some figures to show how agriculture is now

( » 6  ) a
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faring. I will give the values of agricultural income of various provinces 
in lakhs of rupees.

* 8 6  1 c o u n c il  o p  s t a t e . [ 5 t h  M ah . 1984 ,

(In lakhs of rupees.)

Province. 1928-29. 1931-32. in o f
Change Percentage

value. decrease.
Madras • 180,7a 101,26 --79 ,53 44

120.62 66,66 — 53,96 44*8
232,69 106,71 — 126,88 64*1
140.62 92,21 — 48,31 34*4
76,78 37,49 — 39,29 61*2
63,38 29,20 — 34,18 53 9

135,17 71,05 — 64,12 47*4
68,77 32,44 — 36,35 52*8

Bombay
Bengal
United Provinoes
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa 
Central Provinces

Total 10,18,51 536,89 —481,62 47*3

Now, Sir, from this we find that although the income has practically 
dwindled down to half, the land revenue has dwindled down only by 
15 per cent. The agriculturist has to pay the revenue, as much revenue 
as he paid when the prices were almost double and the poor cultivator 
has now to offer twice as much of his produce to his creditors, whether 
they be Govemment, money-lenders or others. Heal efforts should be 
made to raise prices as commerce and industry are in a very bad plignt.

Sir, the imposition of excise duties is a measure only for revenue 
purposes and which according to the economic principles is detrimental 
to the development of industries. The surcharges on the imports of 
sugar and matches continue, but no guarantee is given that when the 
surcharges are taken off the excise duty will be decreased. We want some 
sort of guarantee by the Honourable the Finance Member in this case. 
The import duty on machinery and cotton and on other raw materials is 
against all accepted principles of economics accepted in various countries 
of the world. Here, Sir, we find that in India this is not observed and 
this duty was first put in by the certified Supplementary Finance Bill of 
November, 1931. Surcharges even on mill stores continue. This year 
the Government has withdrawn the export duty on hides. This is against 
the recommendation of the Hides Committee which sat some time back 
and which was presided over by Dr. Meek. The export duty was put on 
in the interests of the Indian tanning industry and I see no reason wrhy 
the Indian tanning industry should be made to suffer by the withdrawal 
of such duties. !

So far as the Army budget is concerned, Sir, I find that no reduction 
has been made in it for some time, notwithstanding the very low prices 
of foodstuffs and other stores. 1  mean, :SSr, that as compared with last 
year our Army budget this year is more by Bs. 50 lakhs and that Bs. 60 
lakhs lias been met out of the Reserve Fund. I should like the Honour
able the Finance Member to explain how far this increase in army ex
penditure which; is being met from the reserve is justified, and whether
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it does or does not amount to actual increase in the army estimates? 
We find that some years ago our army expenditure was practically half 
of /what it is now and when all over the world disarmament proposals 
are being discussed, we see no reason why in India we should go on 
maintaining this extraordinarily heavy burden of our army. As far as the 
European army is concerned, I consider it an army of occupation and as 
it is kept here purely for the British and other interests, I think the total 
expenditure on that army ought to be met by the British exchequer. 
Indianization is going on at a snail’s pace. The Capitation award which 
has been given to India and which has to a great deal l p̂lped the Honour
able the Finance Member to balance his budget is totally inadequate and 
we request the Government of India to fight for a better share in this 
respect.

Sir, the Government has seen its way to reduce a trifle on the postage 
rates on letters; but, Sir, on the other hand, they have increased the 
postage rate on sample packets and other things which are sent by book 
post. This is not quite welcome because it seriously affects the com
merce and trade of the country.

Sir, we expected that the Government of India will let us know how 
much further they have gone in the way of retrenchment. When the 
Retrenchment Committee sat and made certain proposals, those proposals 
Vere partly accepted and, if I mistake not, the Government assured us 
that later on they will consider whether any other retrenchment is 
possible. We have seen, Sir, that as far as the salaries and allowances 
of the lower services are concerned and which are under the control of 
the Government of India, a reduction has been made, but, Sir, it is 
astonishing to find that no definite announcement has yet been made as 
regards the scales of pay and allowances of future entrants to the superior 
services which are under the control of the Secretary of State. It is 
quite unjust and unfair that the superior cadre of services should remain 
untouched, while the lower cacire should be made to accept lower salaries. 
I would therefore request the Honourable the Finance Member to say 
how far they have succeeded and whether or not it is correct that the 
Secretary of State for India has ruled that he will not allow any reduc
tion whatsoever in the scale of salaries of the superior services under his 
control ?

Sir, it is gratifying to note that some progress is being made in civil 
aviation in India and I request the Government to move faster in that 
direction and keep pace with other countries. I know, Sir, that due to 
the efforts of the Honourable Sir Frank Noyce and Mr. Tymms, the 
Director of Civil Aviation, some progress is going on in civil aviation, 
though at a snail’s pace. I understand that this year nearly Rs. 14 lakhs 
have been budgeted for civil aviation, out of which Rs. 4 lakhs go as 
contribution to the Telegraph Department, and when we come actually to 
the encouragement of flying and contributions to flying clubs, we find that 
only a meagre sum remains for allotment. The contribution to the 
various aero clubs are such that they do not even meet the expenditure 
on the establishment of even pilot instructors and ground engineers 
leaving aside the other staff. I wish, Sir, the Government of India would 
see their way to make India more air-minded by giving a substantial 
increase in yearly donations to flying clubs and introduce and encourage 
air services into India on the same scale as in other countries. It may be 

•said that aviation does not benefit the agriculturist directly; but, Sir,,
% a  2
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that argument would not stand. There are a number of other depart
ments which indirectly benefit the cultivator but do not directly benefit 
him. c.g., the Archaeological Department and other scientific depart
ments. We must keep pace with other countries in civil aviation.

Sir, I must bring in the question of the exchange ratio and that Is. 6d. 
ratio is being maintained now at great sacrifice and India is suffering; 
from it.

The question pf unemployment has not been solved though various 
committees were appointed by the Government of India and
by the different provinces. The time has now come, Sir, 
when Government should take effective steps to meet this question; 
Even in England there was a sort of invasion on the House of Com
mons by the unemployed who wanted their case to be heard. Here 
unemployment, particularly among the educated classes, is becoming more 
and more acute every day. As regards other industrial and agricultural 
workers, the numbers of unemployed are also swelling. I should like 
to ask the Honourable the Finance Member if he has only lip sympathy 
with the unemployed or whether he means to move in the matter in 
right earnest?

Sir, I might cite the example of Italy as far as the appreciation of 
currency is concerned. Signor Mussolini tried to appreciate the currency 
by means of a big loan in America. The price of the lira which used to 
be 107 to the £ fell to 88 to the £ and it was then decided that the 
appreciation could not be maintained.

Sir, I find that the Department of Industries and Labour in the 
Government of India is simjply a misnomer. The only industrial work the 
Department under the Central Government does is factory and labour 
legislation. Sir, in matters of industrial development, the present consti
tution has created a divorce between power and responsibility. The 
provinces which are interested in the development of industries have 
got no power in their hands and they only carry responsibility, while the 
actual power for stimulating industrial development are in the hands qf 
the Government of India, viz., tariffs, fixation of railway freights, 
currency and exchange. Under the present constitution, Sir, the Viceroy 
has, under the Devolution Rules, the power to include any important 
industry which he considers fit as being treated as a central subject and 
if I mistake not textiles and the steel industry and a few other industries 
Lave been treated as such. I wish, Sir, that industrial development 
could not take place until and unless power and responsibility are united. 
Hi^h taxation is killing trade and industry in which the salvation of India 
lies.

Sir, the Government of India had promised to try to make further 
retrenchments. This year we find that in the Political Department 
which is already a very well (patronized department and where reversal in 
Indianisa'tion in going on a new Agency to the Governor General has been 
formed at Raipur, and the work that, used to be done through the Central 
Provinces Government and the Bihar and Orissa Government has been 
withdrawn. I should like to know, Sir, why this was made and what 
was the serious defect in the previous arrangement?

Th« H onoura-blk  TFTFi PRESIDENT : The Honourable Member will' 
ptease cionotatie hie speechnow.



T he H onourable R ai B ahadur L ala RAM SARAN DAS: Sir, I  will 
:not take long. Finally, 1 would request the Government of India to he 
generous towards their subjects as the subjects are the root of e v e t y  Gov
ernment and unless the prosperity of the subjects is kept in view, and 
which is the right policy it might involve the Government in great difficul
ties*. “ Live and let live”  should be the policy of Government.

T he  H o n o u r a ble  Mr. MAHMOOD SUHRAWAIIDY (West Bengal: 
Muhammadan): Sir, tliis is the last speech of an eminent financier, Sir 
George Schuster, who is leaving India for good after strenuous work for 
about six yeuis. (Hear, hear.) Sir, India like the rest of the world had 
to pass through great economic distress during his regime. Sir,, I agree 
with him that the economic depression has already touched bottom and 
we can expect trade and industry gradually to improve in future. We 
have ft .balanced budget on paper though actually we have deprived the 
Debt Redemption fund of about Rs. 4 crores. Contribution from the 
Capitation arbitration brings in Rs. 1,78,00,000 a year iri future. In the 
year 1924 it was Sir Basil Blackett who provided for a Debt Redemption 
fund on the basis of payment of one-eightieth part of all future debts 
and a lump sum of Rs. 3 crores for the past'National Debt. Now, Sir. 
it was Sir George Schuster who gave effect to this scheme and even in 
hard times provided for the (payment of nearly Rs. 7 crores a year to 
reduce our debts. Sir, I do not fully agree with his view of reducing the 
amount to Rs. 3 crores though for the purpose of balancing the budget 
that is the best alternative. I admit, Sir, that the balancing of the 
budget scientifically is a very difficult task wliich can only be done by 
an able financier and a genius like Sir George Schuster who had to face 
realities and run the Government of India,

Sir, as an e le c te d  re p resen ta tiv e  from Bengal for the last nine years 
in this House I cannot but congratulate Sir George Schuster for h is  far
sighted policy and broad v is ion . Bengal will be g ra te fu l to Sir George 
'Schuster for doing her bare justice b y  providing nearly lls. 2 crores as ite 
share o f  the jute excise duty. Strictly speaking, Sir, Bengal should 
T ightly  claim the en tire  amount of Rs. 5 crores of this e x c ise  duty from 
jute. *

T he H onourable M r . BIJAY KUMAR BASU: We have come down 
to Rs. 2 crores now.

T he H onourable Mr MAHMOOD SUHRAWARDY: Well, Sir, this 
excise duty on jute was meant for the benefit of th© Central Government 
as an exigency war measure. What justification has the Govemment df 
India to keep it on for decades after peace? What ataswor can von give?

The H onourable M b . BIJAT KUMAR BASU : None.

T he H onourable M r. MAHMOOD SUHRAWAIIDY; Sir, jute is the 
monopoly production of Bengal and so any excise duty on it is really 
bomo by the jute cultivators of Beugal.and without- tfaia money it is 
possible ior any Govemment in Bengal* whether a ^ar^ Opvenû ent 
or tins Govemment, to have a balanced budget. Every ye#£ B$ng*l jag?

/ /  :r. dENBil4L DISCUSSION OF THU GJJWRAIi)BUDGET FOR 1984-85 .



(Mr. Mihmo<yi!Suh^wahly.]
been incurring a debt of nearly Rs. 2 croreg while all the beneficial
schemes of nation-building department, such as health, industry and educa
tion, have been ruthlessly ourtailed.

Sir, by anticipating the future federal adjustment of revenue, Sir 
George Schuster has put the people of Bengal under a deep debt o! 
gratitude.

The Honourable N a w a b  Malik MOHAMMAD HAYAT KHAN
NOON: What about the rest of India?

T he H onourable M r. MAHMOOD SUHRAWARDY: Sir, I began} by 
Baying that as an elected representative of Bengal I stand here on the 
floor of this House, and I have been knocking at the door of Government 
for the last nine years. Tho door has now been opened and Sir George 
Schuster with his broad vision and political wisdom has done this justice 
to Bengal.

T he H onourable R ai B ahadur L ala RAM SARAN DAS: You have 
been fortunate enough.

T he H onourable S ir DAVID DEVADOSS : Thankful for doles!

T he H onourable Mr . MAHMOOD SUHRAWARDY: Ho hag also 
saved the poorer classes by not increasing the duty on salt and by grant
ing a special fund for earthquake relief measures in Bihar caught the 
imagination of the masses in this vast country of India and has really 
laid claim to be “ a better Swarajist than the Swarajists themselves”—as 
once claimed by a Bengali financier, Sir Bhupendra Nath Mitra, in the 
other House.

T he H onourable R ai B ahadur L ala RAM SARAN DAS: The relief 
to Bihar so far has been quite inadequate.

T he H onourable Mr . MAHMOOD SUHRAWARDY: It was, I
think------

T he  H o n o u rable  th e  P R E S I D E N T : Will the Honourable Member 
address the Chair? ■*

T he H onourable Mr. MAHMOOD SUHRAWARDY: Very well, Sir, 
I bow to the Chair.

Now, Sir, I have to criticise Sir George Schuster for his policy of not 
imposing an export duty on gold; nor do I support him for turning a 
deaf ear to all our entreaties to have a full review and thorough enquiry 
into the ratio question and to bring the exchange ratio if possible to 1 *. 4d. 
which would greatly help the poor agriculturists of India.

Sir, I come now to postal and telegraph rates. I would have liked the 
price of the postcard to be lowered to two pice and the weight of 
envelopes costing one anna should be at least one tola and not half a tola 
as in the Finance Bill. Telegraph rates have been rightly lowered but 
I would suggest that the general rate of an anna a word with a surplus 
<$t an additional anna on the total for ordinary telegrams without fixing 
toymfaimiftii rates Would feaife ‘b e^  best. '

l k fcduWoiL o p  8TATB. [6 t h  M a k . 1 9 8 4 .



With these remarks, Sir, I  wish the Finance Meiaber ; Godrspeecl, 
excellent health and prosperity in his future career. ' ...... ' "

T he  H onoubable  Sir HOMI MEHTA (Bombay: Non-Muhammadan): 
Sir, this is the last budget that our Honourable friend Sir George Schuster 
is placing before this House. Before 1 come to the subject of the present 
budget 1  must say that it would be very ungrateful on the part of the 
whole of India if the services rendered by him during the last five years 
are not viewed in the manner in which it should be viewed. Sir George 
Schuster, since he arrived in India in 1929, had a more strenuous time 
than any Finance Member of India has ever had before. From 1929 
onwards the times be^an to get worse and worse till 1931 when a real 
emergency arose and our Honourable friend took courage in both hands and 
presented before the House a supplementary budget so as to balance the 
budget of that year. Not only did he try to do that but he put forward a 
scheme for three years so that the losses may be wiped out and the budgetary 
position of the country may be restored by the egd of 1988. It is history 
that ho has succeeded enormously, if not completely. The previous losses 
have been wiped out, money conditions in India have been restored, the 
rates of interest have fallen, and an amount of good has been done which 
only these who are in the depths of finance in the Indian world can under
stand. Sir, if he has not been able to take off the surcharge duties which 
were charged in 1931, it cannot be helped, but I should think that within 
a year or so these things would become a thing of the past. I congratu
late the Honourable Member for the work done, and the whole of India 
feels most exceedingly grateful to him for what he has done and my 
Honourable friend has navigated the ship in the stormy waters of 1980-82, 
and brought it safely to harbour. (Haar, hear.)

Coining to the budget proper, there are two departures from the pre
vious budgets. The Honourable the Finance Member has had to have 
recourse to putting an excise duty on sugar so as to get Borne revenue tor the 
revenue lost by the import duty on foreign sugar. The import of foreign 
sugar, ns you are all aware, is falling and consequently the import duty 
is falling. Government has to govern and has to find money to conduct 
the affairs of the country, and therefore must have recourse to some 
measures and I think this excise duty on sugar is the most equitable way 
of finding some help for Government to recoup the losses they had on 
account of less import duty on sugar. But my Honourable friend thinks 
that the putting of Rs. 1-5-0 a cwt. excise duty on sugar will curtail the 
shipments or possibly do away with all the imports of sugar in this 
country. I have my own doubts about it. “The present price of sugar-cane 
is about six annas a maund. Eleven maunds of sugar-cane are required 
to produce one maund of fine sugar. In other words, it is Rs. 4-2-0 a 
maund for the raw materials before a maund of sugar is produced. The 
working charges in the most efficient up-to-date mill are about Rs. 2-8-0 
per maund. That brings the total to Rs. 6-10-0 a maund cost at the 
factory door. On the top of that there is the excise duty of Bs. 1-5-0 
per cwt. which is equivalent to 15 annas per maund; and that brings the 
total to nearly Rs. 7-9-0 a maund at the factory. Also the factories have 
to send the sugar to various parts of the country and if the railway freight 
is added it brings the cost price at the ports, Calcutta, Bombay, Karachi, 
to about Re. 9 per maund. Indian sugar, as we know, is sold at the 
factory according to quality at prices between Rs. 8-4-0 and Rs. 9, I do 
not know of a single mill''which sells at more th&n Rs. 9 per maund.

. '  G^NERAJ^ DISCUSSION OF THB GBNERAL fUDGET FOR 1984-85 .
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Now the imported sugar at the ports, Calcutta, Bombay and Karachi, sells 
at about Bs. 10-2-0. But at the Kathiawar ports it sells at much under 
that price. I do not want to throw any mud at the management of those 
ports, hut there must be a screw loose somewhere, because otherwise how 
could they sell at a lower figure, when with an import duty of Bs. 9-1-0 
per cwt the price should be somewhere about Rs. 18 to Rs. 14 per cwt.? 
Actually, Java and other countries exporting sugar to India are selling 
it at a price of 78., t»8. 9d., find the lowest price is 6«. 6d. according 
to prices quoted in sterling in Lahore. I cannot understand, with a duty 
of Rs. 9-14) how these ports can sell at the price they do, unless they are 
making a tremendous loss? Those are the facts. ^ do not know whether 
they get a refund or whether the Kathiawar ports are remitting any of th$ 
duties to the buyers. I do not want to pursue the matter, but there id 
some loophole through which this is being done. 'Then, Sir, the margin 
of profit, taking account of this proposed excise duty of Rs. 1-5-0 a cwt., 
would be very small. I*must admit that some sugar factories have made 
enormous profits; but those are factories which only came into existence 
a couple ot years ago and they have the most, modern machinery and most 
up-to-date arrangements that you can imagine. That is why they are 
making a profit and a very handsome profit at that. But the mills’ 
installed five to seven years ago are not equipped with the same modern 
machinery, and they do riot obtain half as good results as modem mills, 
and consequently they are bound to suffer. Their profits will go down 
tremendously, I should say to almost next to nothing, and I should not be 
surprised if a few of them close down altogether. So I hope the Finance 
Member will consider these points and when presenting the Bill he might 
think it wise not to put on the whole Rs. 1-5-0 per cwt. excise, but only 
half that amount, and obtain the balance by raising the duty on imported 
sugar. He would thus balance the position and would do a good turn to 
both the industry and the Govemment. Then the Government must also 
consider that while sugar factories were making good profits Govemment 
was receiving a large sum by way of income-tax and super-tax. I haTe 
not got the figures before me, but I understand it is a very large Bum. 
But if the profits are reduced Government will be hit on the other side 
through lesser rec^ipfc from income-tax and still lesser receipts from super
tax. I draw the attention of my friend to the9e points.

Then, Sir, as to the cotton industry. I will not take up much time 
as yoii. Sir, have said that we will have ample opportunity later on to 
argue the matter in full. But one thing is important and I mention it 
while our friend the Honourable Sir George Schuster is over here. The 
import duty of Rs. 25 per candy on Egyptian, Kampala and American 
cotton is a source of real trouble to Bombay and more than that to British 
India and 1 will explain how this is. All this cotton used to come to 
Bombay harbour and the Port Trust used to get its landing fees and other 
charges, the' bankers had the bills of exchange and insurance companies 
derived some benefit from it, etc. And all that on account of this per
nicious duty, which is equivalent to an excise, has been lost owing to the 
diversion of more than 50 per cent, of the cotton to the poj*ts of Bhavnagar, 
Okha, Bedi and others. I do not blame exporters one bit for sending their 
poiton to those ports, and if the British Indian Government were getting 
the full benefit of that Rs. 25 per capdy import duty, and having it 
credited to the exchequer I would have nd grouse.. But Bhavnagar/Bed*
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•and other Kathiawar ports have not got a single mill where they can use
that cotton, and they get something like Rs. 50 lakhs from this import 
duty which they take for their own purposes. Why should they? It is 
most illogical that that money should go into the coffers of Indian States 
and not into the coffers of the Indian Government so as to reduce our 
taxation. If there were mills in those parts, let them have it by all 
•means; nobody could grumble or say anything against it. If Government 
insist on retaining the duty of Rs. 25 per candy, it is easy for the Government 
tc collect it from the actual users, that is, the mills which use this cotton 
and pay for it. I d° Dot see how there can be any difficulty in sô  collect
ing, and then the British Government can get every pie of taxation into 
.their own coffers.

Then there is another thing which kills the Bombay harbour trade. It 
is the town duty and all the port trust charges which are far more than in
anv of the other ports; in short thip trade is diverted to these other ports, 
ancl at that rate Bombay would be n second rate station or perhaps a third 
rate city. I hope the Government will take this into account and do 
something to help the Local Government of Bombay.

I seo that His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief i6 not here and one 
must give a tremendous amount of credit to him for, though a military 
man, he has done more than a financier can do, to reduce the expenses from 
Rs. 5P> crores in 1930 to Rs. 46 crores in 1934, a reduction of Rs. 10 
crores. Making allowance for what was given by the British Government 
as a refund, nearly about Rs. 2 crores, still a great saving of Rs. 8 crores 
has been effected. If the civil departments of the Government of India 
were to exert theroselves in the same manner as the Commander-in-Chief 
ha6 done, possibly they would save a few crores of rupees per year and
that would relieve taxation to a large extent.

Now I come to the windfall which Bengal had at the hands of the
Honourable Sir George Schuster. I db not grudge it for one moment; not
the slightest. As a matter of fact I congratulate them for having it. But, 
Sir, I wish Government would find ways and means to help other pro
vinces also. Bombay has been hit hard and her case deserves careful 
attention. The Governor of Bombay is here today; he will put before 
His Excellency the Viceroy and the Finance Member and others the diffi
culties under which the Bombay Government is suffering. I hope the 
Executive Council Members and others will pay heed to it and will do 
'something for the amelioration of that province also.

T h e H o n o u r a b le  M r. MAHMOOD SUHRAWARDY : But Bombay
has already balanced its budget?

T h e H o n o u ra b le  S ir  HOMI MEHTA: I was not going to touch on 
this controversial subject. As my Honourable friend Mr. Suhrawardy says 
that Bombay has already balanced its budget, he must understand that 
the Bombay Government are ev£n charging on electricity supplied a surtax. 
Bombay have done everything in their power to get their budget square • thdy 
have reduced the Executive Council Members from seven to four, whicfo 
Bengal has not yet done. Bengal still has seven Members. I did not like to 
*av that, but my Honourable friend must understand that before he wants 
help for his province, his province must do everything possible to square 
its budget. •• ' ' ‘ '• ‘ :w* '•* : ;
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, Thk H o n o u r a b l e  Mr. MAHMOQP SU HRAW ARD Y : Provinqiftl
jeplbuBy. .j !. ■ ,

T h e  H o n o u r a b le  Sir HOMI MEHTA : The Bombay Retrenchment 
Committee under the guidance of Sir Frederick Sykes, the late Governor, 
recommended a tremendous amount of retrenchment and the Government 
of Bombay carried out and saved more than Rb. 45 lakhs. These are 
things that Bombay have done so as to balance its budget. I do not know 
if Bengal has done all this, because I am not a Bengali. I have no idea; 
but I feel that because they have not done all these things that they are 
still in deficit. I congratulate them on the benefit that they have got 
from tLu-s Government of India. But certainly there should not be a 
premium on inefficiency. If other provinces have tried to do their best 
to balance their budget, certainly Bengal should do the same, and it should 
not sot an example for the other provinces to slack.

T h e H o n o u r a b le  th e  PRESIDENT : Your time limit is over now.

(Tho Honourable Member resumed his seat.)

T h e  H o n o u r a b le  D iw an  B ah adu r G. NARAYANASWAMI GHETTI 
(Madras: Non-Muhammadan): Sir, we have been presented a few days 
back with an account of India's financial administration and proposals for 
the coming year, by Sir Alfred Parsons which undoubtedly—to make use 
of the words of the Honourable the Finance Member—“ marks the last 
chapter in the story” of our present Finance Member,,whose last budget 
proposals we have met to discuss today. We will indeed be failing in our 
duty if we do not congratulate the Honourable Finance Member for 
having manned the ship of India’s financial administration over troubled 
waters, right through the period of .his term of office, a period that was 
characterized by the “ severest economic disturbance and depression which 
our modem system has experienced” . While congratulating the Finance 
Member for his logically framed budget speech, I cannot approve of some 
of the measures proposed therein—such as taxing the common necessities 
of life like matches.

The over-burdened taxpayer, for instance, gets no redreisg of his 
grievances in the new budget. The surcharge on income-tax that was 
launched as a temporary emergency measure still continues and I am 
afraid that it has become a permanent feature of income for the Imperial 
Government-

The measure that has been introduced by the Finance Member in the 
postal and telegraph rates demands our attention. “ With the growing 
competition provided by telephone and air mail facilities1 * it is undoub
tedly true that ‘ ‘the telegraph business will be permanently damaged 
and the proposal of the Finance Member to introduce a minimum charge 
pi nine annas for a telegram of eight wordB and an additional charge 
of one anna for every additional word in the case of the ordinary tele
grams and double the amount in the case of express telegrams is really 
comimendable. This reduction will, surely prove in the long run to be a 
source of increased income and will heartily be welcomed by all-
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But the charges proposed in the postal tariff by which the initial 
weight of the inland letters will be reduced from two and half tolas td 
half a tola “ coupled with a reduction in charge from one and a quarter 
annas to one anna”  will in no way be conducive to help the poor. The* 
fact that an envelope and a letter paper will weigh together half a 
tola is inconceivable unless special papers of low weight are specially 
manufactured for the purpose. The new proposal may be very advant
ageous to the business man but on the other hand I fear that this pro
posal will lead to much confusion among the poor and the Government 
alone will be ultimately benefited by the collection of excesses if I am 
not mistaken, and this reduction will ultimately prove to be an indirect 
tax on the poor and the illiterate. This reduction in charge from one 
and a quarter annas to one anna is quite welcome, provided the initial 
weight of the letter is also reduced in proportion to the reduction in 
charge, viz., to one and a half tolas from two and a half tolas; but 
the enviable reduction of four-fifths of the initial weight for one-fourth* 
reduction in charge cannot but be very much resented.

“ It is regretted that the Government cannot contemplate making similar experi
ment in the matter of postcards. The loss involved in reducing it to half an anna ia 
estimated at Rs. 56 lakhs” .

These words of the Finance Member induce us very much, to regret 
in turn, that the Government is not evincing the necessary interest in the 
poor man's postcard. I have drawn the attention of this House more 
than once to the fact that the reduction in the price of the postcard is 
a dire need, and the cause of the poor must necessarily be taken into 
consideration. I do grant that this reduction will involve a loss of Rs* 56 
lakhs, but the farce of reduction of charges in inland letters with a 
detrimental and inconceivable reduction in the initial weight which, we 
understand, will involve a loss in revenue of Rs. 27 lakhs, may safely be 
set aside and instead the cost of the postcard may be reduced since it is 
tho only commodity that is made use of by the poor and the middle classes, 
and indeed the taxes on the luxuries of the rich may be increased to meet 
the remaining loss of Rs. 29 lakhs. The Finance Member, instead of 
stopping with pious regrets, should have reduced tho price of postcards 
and brought in a new measure to make up the much feared loss of Rs. 50 
lakhs from the reduction of the postcard without in an3̂ way affecting the 
poor.)

Again, the proposal to levy a tax 011 matches made in British India 
is another parting blow of the Finance Member. It is a growing national 
industry which is badly in need of protection and not taxation. The poor 
and the middle classes will be very much affected by this taxation and 
the growing industry will be heavily handicapped by foreign competi
tion. This tax on matches is levied by the Central Government—“ the 
banker to the provinces”—as the Finance Member proudly tarms it, for 
the plain reason of making up the loss which the Central Government will 
sustain if it were to hand over half the jute export duty to Bengal 
which has been incurring deficits at the rate of Rs. 2 crores per annum 
since 1930. The fundamental reason for this continuous deficit of 
Rs. 2 crores per annum in Bengal is self-evident as Bengal has incurred' 
abnormal expenditure, since 1930 to suppress the terrorist movement. 
But, I fail to comprehend the logic of helping Bengal in ^pepding largo* 
amounts of money for suppressing terrorist movements- Bengal, on the-
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other hand, must levy new taxes or bring in new measures to make up 
for the regular deficits. To relieve the financial strain of Bengal the poor 
man’s consumption like matches should not'be taxed. The Government 
may act as the banker of the provinces but certainly not at the cost of 
the poor and the middle classes.

The lot of the agricultural population has in no way been bettered
11 a ,m . b y  the new budget. Rice which forms 50 per cent, of the agri

cultural produce of India is forsaken completely to face the storm of 
foreign imports like Siamese rice and wheat which forms only 9 per cent, 
of the agricultural produce of India has been loaded with protection after 
protection. In addition to the burden of the fixed money charges which 
the cultivator has»to pay, like taxes, interest -and rent, he is also forced 
to fnce the damaging storm of foreign import, and the Central Govern* 
ment have turned a deaf ear to the imploring c*rv of a?ony from the 
poor cultivator. I urge on the Govemment to take immediate steps 
to completely prohibit the import of foreign riee into India in the interest 
oi the agricultural population.

We readily welcome the proposal of the Finance Member to transfer 
the estimated surplus of Rs. 1,29,00,000 to Bihar for the calamity of 
Bihar is a national calamity which demands the help of every Indian, 
TThe abolition of the export duty on raw hides will no doubt encourage 
the export trade which in at very low ebb at present but it will at the* 
same time, kill the nascent tanning industry, and the reduction of duty 
on silver from seven and a half annas to^five annas is really commend
able and it will certainly result in the increase of the import of silver.

The increase of duty on raw tobacco and cigarette needs our atten
tion. The duty on manufactured cigarettes imported was Rs- 10-10-0 
per thousand and the tobacco needed for manufacturing 1,000 cigarettes 
is two and a half lbs. But the duty on the raw tobacco is only Rfl. 2 
per lb. Hence in -the face of high duty on manufactured cigarettes 
tobacco was imported and cigarettes were manufactured here in India 
by foreign companies with Indian labour. T herefore the increase of 

•duty on raw tobacco imported and the ad valorem duty on manufactured 
cigarettes will not only protect cigarette manufacture in India but alBO 
stimulate the use of Indian tobacco.

The Finance Member is justified in levying an excise duty'of Rs. 1-5-0 
per cwt. on sugar, leaving a protective margin of Rs. 7-12-0 the maxi
mum duty recommended by the Tariff Board. We understand that the 
rapid rise of the sugar industry results only in “ large profits'* being made 
lay the Bugar manufacturing companies, but the actual grower of sugar
cane gets very little for his cane. We are glad to find that the Govern
ment are jfToposing to fix the minimum price for the cane and thus help 
“the grower of sugar-cane.

It is indeed gratifying to note that the defence budget for 1934-85 is 
no less than Rs. 10}  crores below the expenditure of 1928-29, which 
is undoubtedly due to the untiririg efforts of His Excellency the Com
mander- ifl-Chief, to whom We’ take thiB opportunity of expressing our 
gtfetetai ttiaaikB. • • *
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Let me conclude by pointing out that the present budget ift very un
satisfactory as far as the reduction of debt is concerned. “The obliga
tion to pqy completely the allotted share towards debt reduction”  has 
been purposely evaded to present a parting surplus budget of Re* 
1,29,00,000 which would have otherwise been a deficit budget of nearly 
Rs. 2 crores. Steps should be taken by the Central Government to reduce 
their expenditure still further and thus enable the Finance Member to* 
present a real surplus budget, after paying the allotted share towards 
debt reduction. Though the present budget is not satisfactory from the 
poor man s point of view, India will ever remember the great services. 
Sir George Schuster has rendered to her in the past and I join my 
Honourable friends in congratulating him and wishing him every success 
in his career.

T h e  H o n o u rable  M r . E. MILLER (Bombay Chamber of Com
merce) : Sir, the Honourable Sir Alan Parsons when presenting the
budiret in this House last Tuesday tendered an apology for the time he 
would occupy in delivering Iijb speech, but I am sure all Honourable 
Members will agree that such an ^apology was unnecessary for every word 
was full of interest and his review of tho financial position today and 
the prospects of the future, were most instructive.

The Honourable the Finance Member's speech in another place and 
delivered at the same time, dealt with the same subject in much greater 
detail and at considerable length, which enabled me to hear the latter half 
and I was particularly impressed with his discourse on the economic 
situation and the possibilities of future development. I should like how
ever to defer making any comments on this until later.

I will refer first to the fact which the Government of India cannot 
fail to realize, namely, that in the matter of taxation on imports and 
income-tax they are now up against the law of diminishing returns. This 
is due to some extent to the protective policy on which India has 
embarked and figures given in regard to the sugafr trade are certainly 
staggering, for as a result of the enormous duty imposed on imported 
sugar the revenue on this one item alone has fallen from Rs. 10J crores in 
1930-31 to an estimated income in 1934-35 of something in the neighbour
hood of Rs. 2 crores.

The excise duty now proposed on sugar produced in Indian factories 
is a clear indication that the cost of protection for the development of 
indigenous industry, must involve the introduction of fresh methods of 
indirect taxation if the public services are to be maintained. I have no 
serious objections to make to the proposed new excise duties as such, 
but I do protest most strongly to the Government deciding to utilize 
the proceeds derived from nn all-India tnx, which is in fact being intro
duced for this special purpose, so that they can give a rebate to certain 
provinces, mainlv Bonsai, who have to pay nn excise duty on jute which 
is only produced within a certain restricted area and not elsewhere in 
India. I wish to make it clear that I have no objection to the Govern
ment of India remitting half the jute tax but to the manner in which 
they have imposed an all-India tax in order to enable them to do so. 
This seems wrong in principle and Burma will no doubt have some
thing to say m regard to rice, but I can leave that in other hands.
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I shall confine myself to Bombay who for years past have been asking 

for more generous recognition of their claims. Her position is now 
even worse than in the past. The transfer of imports into India from 
Bombay to Kathiawar ports is a growing menace^and will end in irretriev
able disaster if prompt action is not taken by the Government of India. 

The following figures will show how the imports into the maritime states 
of Kathiawar are growing:

Imports into Shave of
Year. Kathiawar State. Bhavnagar.

Rs. Rs.
1931*32 , ........................................................2 f oroies 76 lakhs.
1932-33 ........................................................ 4 „  233 M

Of the total of Rs. 4 crores in 1932-38, goods to the value of Rs.
crores crossed the Viramgam line into British India. I have not com
plete figures, but I am informed that the imports for the official Bhavnagar 
year 1933 were up to November last, ✓ approximately Rs. 415 lakhs. 
'Customs duty" on imports into Bhavnagar which in 1926 amounted to 
just over Rs. 9 lakhs, rose in 1931 to Rs. 51 lakhs and I understand they 
are now approaching the figure of Rs. 1  crore per annum.

A complementary aspect to this question, which should not be lost 
sight of when considering the increasing diversion of the import trade to 
Kathiawar ports, is the effect which this has in stimulating the export 
trade as well. Increased shipments to Kathiawar lead to the provision 
of more direct shipping facilities, which in turn make direct shipments 
from Kathiawar for certain districts considerably cheaper than shipment 
from ports in British India.

As Honourable Members are aware, the State of Bhavnagar in virtue 
of certain treaty rights, enjoys the unique privilege of being allowed to 
retain the whole of the customs duties levied on goods entering the port 
cf Bhavnagar and tWb growth in customs revenue which accrues to that 
State is lost to the Government of India. The process has been going on 
with ever-increasing intensity for the past ten years, during which time 
representations without number hnve been made to the Government of 
India in the endeavour to enlist their active co-operation in order to check 
this transfer of trade. The causes are well known and the remedy can 
only be found by revision in one way or another of the long established 
treaty rights to which I have already referred. I am aware this may not 
be easy to arrange but the Government of India must face the situation 
and until they do, their revenue will continue to suffer increasingly severe 
depletion.

The latest manifestation of the injury which Bombay is suffering from 
this cause is the rapid growth in the movement of exporters of cotton to 
make their shipments through new channels in order to avoid the 
admittedly high cost of shipment through Bombay. This challenge by 
other ports to deprive Bombay of the trade which has been immemorially 
its own is one which cannot be ignored for a moment. It is no exaggera
tion to state that in this issue is involved the economic existence of the 
presidency, for that must be wrapped up in the economic survival of the 
City and Port of Bombay. There has been no lack of evidence of



determination of the commercial community to defend themselves a»nd to 
retain the flow of trade for this City, and I think I can also say that the 
Government of Bombay and its public bodies hav  ̂ now come to see that 
the problem will not brook delay. It remains for the Government of 
Bombay and with it the Municipal Corporation, to make their contribution 
by removing the town duty. It Is here that the Government of India 
can afford immediate financial assistance in a form similar to that now 
offered to Bengal and the other eastern provinces already referred to. 
Loss of town duty on cotton is calculated to cost the Government of 
Bombay a sum of about Rs. 10 lakhs yearly, and the Corporation only a 
little less. The finances of both are in the most stringent condition, and 
neither can on the face of it afford to forego even this comparatively 
modest part of their revenue, though foregone it must be if Bombay's 
export trade in cotton and probably in other commodities also, iB n o t  
gradually to sink to extinction.

The Government of India could make no better use of part of their 
receipts from the new match taxation than by allocation to Bombay's 
Government and Conporation of the sum necessary to cover their loss of 
revenue which it is fervently hoped they will have the courage to give up 
by immediate suspension of the cotton town duty. The sum involved 
may appear trifling beside Bengal’s two crores. The need is every bit as 
urgent. The Honourable the Finance Member has promised in another 
place that the Government of India will discuss the matter this week 
with His Excellency the Governor of Bombay. This is certainly a move 
in the right direction but having done this I would urge prompt action 
of some sort and not merely the carrying on of conversations and enquiries. 
The Government must have or should have up to date knowledge of the 
position if not it is readily obtainable and Bombay want something more 
than an assurance that the matter is having attention. I hope the Honour
able the Finance Member will make some further reference to this important 
subject in his reply.

Now, with regard to the removal of the export duty on hides, the 
proposal is one which must have a mixed reception for no doubt while it 
will meet with strong disapproval from Madras and Cawnpore, it will 
receive strong support from Karachi, Calcutta and Rangoon. It is not a 
trade of which I have much intimate knowledge but speaking generally 
I am of the opinion that export duties are to be deprecated and therefore 
tEe proposed measure seems a very sound and wise one.

1  note that the Government in p r o p o s i n g  to continue the salarv cut 
emphasize the fact that it is “ for one more year”  and I would therefore 
like to remind them that the firm opinion of the European commercial 
community so often expressed, still remains that the restoration of the 
cut m pav must be accompanied by the simultaneous removal of the 25 
per cent, surcharge on income-tax.

The Government’s proposal in regard to provision for the reduction 
and avoidance of debt is one that may be open to criticism, but in the 
circumstances it seems to me to be justified. I have sufficient confidence 
in Sir Georsre Schuster’s knowledge of the position and of his cautious 
policy to believe that he has satisfiod himself that the credit of India in 
the world’s markets will be in no way impaired by the measure he sug
gests. It is not intended that the proposed change shall be permanent 
as it will only aipplv to the current vear 1983-84 and the coming financial 
year of 1984-35, and I think we may accept it. . r : / ;
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There is a minor but an important point to which I should like to* 

sefer and that is the urgent need for the consolidation of the tariff. This 
is an mafler in regard to which action has been deferred too long and there 
is no excuse for further delay.

Another matter to which J should like to refer is to join with Sir 
George Schuster and Sir Alan Parsons in expressing appreciation of the 
manner in which His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief and all ranks 
under him h&ve contributed with goodwill to the general scheme of all
round economy. It must have gone against the grain many a time and 
His Excellency’s co-operation has set a wonderful example for which he 
deserves our grateful thanks.

Now, Sir, in conclusion I should like to refer to a matter which I 
mentioned in my opening remarks and that is the question of economic 
development. This I very much regret is Sir George’s last budget and 
for this comprehensive view of the economic situation I think bis speech 
will go down as the greatest one he has ever made and possibly as the 
greatest of any Finance Member. It is most timely and the wonderfuL 
msighC and broadness of vision displayed by Sir George will 1 hope result 
in a definite scheme taking shape for a comprehensive plan of economic 
development. This can only be achieved by the formation of an advisory 
council in the first place whose duty it will be to see that every avenue is 
explored and that schemes are co-ordinated so that there is no overlap
ping. In this connection, I should like to suggest that possibly one of 
the first and most important matters requiring investigation is the re
distribution of portjplios and I would again urge on the introduction of 
& new one, namely, the appointment of a Member for Communications 
whose portfolio would include all forms of communications—railways, 
roads, airways, waterways and also posts and telegraphs. I think this is 
the third year that I have pressed for some such measure in this House 
and whatever may have been Government’s reply in the past, as to the 
time not being opportune, can no longer be accepted. It has now become 
an urgent necessity, if the country is to be developed on right and eco
nomic lines otherwise Government and private money will be wasted on* 
half-baked schemes which will have to be scrapped at a later date.

Another important matter that requires more detailed investigation is 
the possibility of developing on a much wider scale mechanical aids to 
agriculture. The Council of Agricultural Research have done much in 
this direction as they have in many others, but only the fringe of the 
mechanical side has been touched. Now some people say that if mechanism 
is developed to any extent, it will increase unemployment, but this is 
not the case if ifl is carried out on proper lines such as I would propose,
I am thinking particularly of deep ploughing for the eradication of weeds,
I have some practical experience of work of this nature and it is a work 
that cannot be carried out adequately with hand labour. Because of 
this, large tracts of land now lying fallow would if so treated be brought 
under cultivation thereby providing further employment. Increased rro- 
duction may not be necessary at the moment, but we must prepare for 
the future. It will take years to reach a stage of efficiency in this direc
tion and therefore a start should be made without any undue delay.
. Now, one last word. I have already referred to the fact that this is Sir 
George Schuster's last budget and because I know' others wifi wish to



refer to this, my remarks will be brief. He is leaving India in a financial
position which in these times of stringency must be a cause for envy in
many other countries and his successor is indeed fortunate in taking over 
charge at such a favourable moment. Sir George Schuster will be a 
difficult man to follow and when he leaves I am sure he will take with 
lum not only the goodwill of this House, but of all who have come iu
contact with him, and the countary at a whole.

T h e  H o n o u ra u le  M a jo r  N aw ab S ir  MAHOMED AXBAR KHAN 
(North-West Frontier Province: Nominated Non-Official): Sir, it is indeed 
a very creditable achievement on the part of the Honourable the Finance 
Member to present one surplus budget after the other in the circumstances 
well known to every Honourable Member of this House. The surplus 
estimate as it has been calculated at this moment stands at Rs. 19*15 
lakhs, and although it shows a decrease of Rs. 5*46 lakhs as com pared  
with the surplus estimate of last year, it is satisfactory to note that the 
revenue of the Government of India is expected to yield so itiuch of a 
surplus after making provision for the province of Bihar to the extent 
of Rs. 34 crores to enable it to meet its unforeseen liabilities rendered 
necessary by the recent earthquake. Had it not been so there would have 
been a different aspect of the country's budget, but as the earthquake 
in Bihar is an unforeseen calamity which has fallen on that unfortunate 
province and its inhabitants quite unexpectedly, proving disastrous in 
its results to the Government as well as the people, the provision of this 
relief sum wis a matter of great urgency and to cut the matter short 
it could not be helped. Although the provision of thig sum will surely 
affect the general taxpayer to a great extent, the motive underlying its 
transfer as such quite justifies the action of the Honourable the Finance 
Member in advancing it to the Government of Bihar either in the shape 
of a grant or a loan. Whatever the result of this timely assistance 
to the unfortunate people of the province of Bihar may be in regard 
to the Central Budget, I think the Honourable the Finance Member 
rightfully deserves the congratulation of every Honourable Member for his 
second surplus budget, no matter whether the surplus estimate for the next 
year is calculated to stand even at a lower figure as compared with the 
current one. He is more to be congratulated for the reason that he has 
succeeded in presenting two successive surplus budgets in the teeth of so 
many ups and downs in the economic condition of the country, fraught 
at every moment with groat difficulties on account of the general depres
sion throughout the world-

Well, Sir. all credit is due to the Finance Department of the Govern
ment of India and especially the Honourable the Finance Member as the 
Member in charge of that Department in preparing two successive surplus 
budgets one after the other, this year as well as in the previous one, 
but if we look at the other side of the picture we will see that these little 
bits of surpluses as shown in the preceding year and as calculated in the 
next one, are simply due to the operation of the Supplementary Finance 
Bill of September, 1931. As Honourable Members are well aware the 
Supplementary Finance Bill of September, 1931, was only adopted as a 
temporary measure for a period of a vear and a half, and it was clearly 
promised during the course of its consideration in this Honourable House 
that! its operation will not be required after the lapse of a year and a 
half, is now nearly two vears and a half since the Supplementary 
Finance Bill of Sepienaber, 1981, has been enforced, i.e., it has been in
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operation almost a full year in excess of its stipulated period and still 
there seems to be no sign of its repeal. As I have already pointed out it 
was only a temporary measure. It was not designed to become a perma
nent one. On the other hand, we see that, in spite of its working for 
almost a year over and above its stipulated life, there seems to be no 
likelihood of its withdrawal in the near future for no mention to this effect 
has been made in the speech of the Honourable the Finance Member 
while presenting the budget under discussion- May I ask my friend the 
Honourable the Finance Member or the Honourable the Finance Secre
tary to please explain whether there is any intention on the part of the 
Government of India to cease the enforcement of the Supplementary 
Finance Bill of 1981 in the near future? At the same time, I take the 
■opportunity to point out that unless the Supplementary Finance Bill ceases 
to operate, there is not much to rejoice over Burplus budgets.

What the country needs most at the present moment is the abolition 
of high excessive taxation and some stimulus for the export trade. Is it 
not a matter of regret to see that both these measures are denied to the
country at large? As I have said above no mention has been made of
the abolition or reduction of any kind of tax in the speech of the Honour
able the Finance Member. The Honourable the Finance Member himself 
admits that the export trade in our main staples has declined both in value 
and in quantity. In paragraph 8 of his speech the Honourable the Finance 
Member remarks:

“ That whereas in the ten years ending March 31, 1930, the value of India’s
exports and re-exports of merchandise averaged just under Rs. 326 crores, in 1930-31
that fell to just under Rs. 226 crores, in 1931-32 to about Rs. 160 crores, and in 
1932-33 to Rs. 1354. Imports of mercuuidise though they did not fall quite in the 
same proportion as exports, owing to the well-known fact that private gold exports 
gave India a supplementary purchasing power, nevertheless fell very steeply from an 
average of Rs. 242 crores for the ten years ending March 31, 1930 to Rs. 163 crores
in 1930-31, Rs. 125 crores in 1931-32, and Rs. 132 crores in 1932-33.99

As a result of the world depression we may or may not have been 
so hard hit as some other countries, but we have been constantly told 
that India being mainly an agricultural country should be one of the worst 
sufferer* on account of the fall in prices. No doubt it ought to have been 
the case to some extent, but will my friend the Honourable the Finance 
Member kindly explain as to what steps have so far been taken to restore 
the prices of agricultural produce in India. It is no use simply telling 
the people that because other people are suffering, the people of India 
should also suffer- What is urgently required of him is to find ways 
and means to remove the cause of distress and suffering. Honourable 
Members know full well that the masses in India and particularly the 
agricultural classes were already living on just enough to keep body and 
soul together and that the present world depression, as well as the henvv 
rates of taxation, have deprived them of that little also. Honestly speak
ing thev are living on the verge of starvation and a large number of
them are in a -state of actual starvation. Under the circumstances, it is
highly imperative to explore some effective means to remove their mise
ries and distress. Some fresh markets ought to be found for the agri
cultural produce of India and thereby provide restoration of their prices 
which is the onlv way to bring relief to the poor agriculturists.

In this state of the country, Sir, it is no use increasing taxation, 
Tvhieh gives no relief to the general taxpayer. As it is, the budget figures
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rshow a steady level of tax receipts and a slight decrease in expenditire 
with three or four exceptions whereas on the contrary the national income 
is declining day by day. It is said to have declined by over 47 per cent, 
it* is therefore no question of 5 or 10 per cent, cut in expenditure. What 
ie needed is a heavy axe that will bring down the expenditure almost in 
the same ratio as the fall in the national income. May I therefore ask 
the Honourable the Finance Member if he has ever considered the ques
tion of reducing Government expenditure to the pre-war level? This, to 
*my mind, is the only way to restore the equilibrium of the country-

Reduction in the present rates of income-tax and super-tax is urgently 
called for. As Honourable Members are fully aware this tax was brought 
into force in the year 1886. Up fo 1918 it was assessed by a tahsildar or 
the deputy commissioner and it was then a benevolent assessment for 
there was no question of a close scrutiny or looking into the accounts of 
an assessee for this purpose. During the war the yield from this source 
was not found to be sufficient a?id it was therefore proposed to have it 
levied by means of a special department. The super-tax was added as a 
purely war measure. Now, Sir, if we pause for a moment to examine 
the actual yield of this tax annually, it will be seen that in the year 
1911 .12 it amounted to something like Rs. 2*40 crores. In 1913-14 it was 
about Rs. 3 crores and again in 1915-16 it was also about the same amount. 
In the year 1918-19 it rose to Rs. 11 crores on account of the addition 
to it of super-tax, which was represented by Sir Malcolm Hailey, the 
then Finance Member, to be exclusively a temporary war measure. In 
*1919-20 it rose to nearly Rs. 22 crores but since the abnormal increase of, 
say, Rs. 17 or Rs. 18 crores was understood to be a temporary increase
with the sole purpose of meeting the exigencies of war, it was received
by the taxpayers without complaint. In 1920*21 it was reduced to Rs* 15 
crores and later on there were small and gradual increases in it until the 
year 1929-30 when the income under this head was placed at Rs. 16*70 
crores. In 1930-31 it was estimated at a reduced sum of Rs. 15*79 crores 
and in the budget under discussion it has again been increased tc about 
Rs. 17*25 crores. Thus, Sir, Honourable Members can see for themselves 
how the yields from this source have gradually worked up during the
last 20 years from Rs. 2 crores to Rs. 17*25 crores. To make short work
of the matter it is undoubtedly a serious inroad on the income of the 
private individual.

.In spite of all this the system to determine the income of an Indian 
assessee for purposes of income-tax assessment is greatly at variance with 
1iiat provided in English law. For instance, in English law allowances are 
made for a family, wife, children and dependents, while there is nothing 
of the sort in the Indian Income-tax Act. In England the married man 
is allowed a certain allowance for his wife- He is also allowed a reason
able sum for his children of school-going age, while there is no provision 
to the effect in the Indian Income-tax law. In England there is also pro
vision for relief to persons without wives and they are given allowances 
for house-keepers to look after their children and also for a dependent 
mother or anybodv enjoying their support. All these concessions have 
been absolutely disallowed here. Again, in the case of refunds granted 
on appeal against an assessment, no cost of appeal is allowed at present, 
whereas in the ordinary course of law there ought to be some provision 
for it.

B 2
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I would further say that there should be some duty on the export of. 

gold. Gold is the only stabilising factor in this world, and the exporta
tion of gold from this country should be stopped by imposing a prohibitive 
duty on it. Gold has been exported to the value of 180 crores £ last year 
and had there been some* duty on it this would have brought in very 
substantial revenue to the £rovernraent, and at the same time this essence 
of wealth styled in different countries as Lakshmi or Deni in the shape of 
a goddess should be more zealously watched by the high priest called- 
the Reyerend Finance Member and his assistant the Finance Secretary 
and the lower priests of the Finance Department should consider it a great 
sacrilege to permit the disappearance of this goddess from thiB country who* 
has entrusted them to the sacred guardianship of this shrine.

♦The H onourable Si* SULEMAN CASSIM HAJI MTTHA (Bombay: 
Muhammadan): Sir, I am sorry I cannot congratulate the Honourable  ̂
the Finance Member for the budget he has presented to the Council. It 
is true that there is no substantial addition to the existing taxation but 
at the same time to maintain the taxes at their present high level is not 
a matter for satisfaction. It is admitted that in the present condition of 
the country the limit of maximum taxation has been reached as is estab
lished by diminishing returns, and in order that both industries and agri
culture mav prosper a substantial reduction in taxes all round would 
appear to be called for. It will bo argued that the cost of administration 
has to be met, and to obtain the necessary income the present rate of 
taxation has to be maintained- To this the reply is that the cost o f 
administration should not be beyond the capacity of the taxpayer and the 
only remedy to keep it within this limit is to retrench in every possible 
direction.

Coming to the proposals in the budget I must express my satisfaction* 
at the small reliefs afforded with regard to the postal and telegram charges, 
but they do not go far enough, and I am afraid that this small reduction 
will not fulfil the expectation of the Honourable the Finance Member 
that the loss which is likely to result from the reduction of these charges 
will be more than compensated by tho increase in the use of these ser
vices. The reduction in the duty on silver was lonqr overdue in view of i.ts: 
prevailin'/ nrico anrl tho facilities for smuggling from neighbouring ports 
outside British India.

The proposals contained in the budget introduce a change in the 
practice of utilizing all imperial revenue for general imperial purposes, in 
thii*. half of the revenue from the export duty on jute is proposed to be 
given to the provinces which produce this article. This money is to be 
provided from the levy of an excise duty on matches. I must state at 
the out-set that this duty on an industry which has only very recently 
established itself against foreign competition in this country will be a 
serious handicap to its growth. But to devote the income from this duty 
to return half the revenue from the export duty on jute, to the jute- 
producing provinces is an entirely novel procedure. Bombay presidency 
has a great share of the match industry, and: to tax this industry to give 
relief to another province is a proposal to which I cannot reconcile myself.

produced.Hon<>araMe Member *« *7rdu «"d E m itte d  the translation hf>*
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I  do not grudge the relief proposed to be afforded to the jute-producing 
provinces, but what I do urge, with all the emphasis at my command, 
is that it should not be given at the expense of other provinces. I may 
be permitted to observe that Bombay is at present in a very sad plight 
financially. It has to bear a heavy load of unproductive debt/ and has 
th r̂efof-e to speiid a large part of its revenue in payment of interest with 
the result that in order to balance its budget it had to pitch its taxation 
to the highest possible leve] and even then to starve nation-building 
departments.

In addition to this, it is a well-known fact that the heavy charges of 
the Municipality, the Port Trust, Railways and the Local Government 
have led to the diversion of the trade of the presidency town to ports in 
Kathiawar and recently to neighbouring coastal towns and villages. Fur
ther the mill industry, which is the premier industry of the presidency is 
41so faring very badly on account of foreign competition. The question of 
tfte abolition of the town duty leveid on cotton imported into Bombay is at 
present under very Serioug consideration of the Government of Bombay, 
and if the duty is done away with, the provincial finances will suffer a 
serious set-back.
j tn view of these facts no elaborate comments are required from me to 

snow tha|> the presidency of Borribny staiids in need of great relief from 
Central Revenues and the fact that it has managed to balance its budget/ 
.should not be allowed to stand.in the way of granting this relief-

In this connection I mav be allowed to strike a personal note. His 
Excellency the Viceroy is fully aware of the conditions of the presidency 
of Bombay, and during His Excellency's term of Viceroyalty this presi
dency, which was the first in India to be under Ifis Excellency’s Gov 
emorship, expected some favourable treatment and it is very painful to 
flud that, not only is this expectation not realized up to now, but on the 
contrary, the presidency of Bombay is now being singled out for financial 
injustice. I have every hope that this appeal to His Excellency the Viceroy 
will not go unheeded. v

T h e H onourable Sardak S hri JAGANNATH MAHARAJ PANBIT 
/'{Bombay: Non-Muhammadan): Sir, the presentation of the annual budget 
of a country is one of the most difficult of tasks. It is as gigantic ip magni
tude as it is onerous. I admit that the Finance Member’s position is most 
unenviable as he finds it next to impossible to satisfy all parties. In 1931 
when he uttered the following passage I think he depicted the true picture 
about the difficulties of a Finance Member. With your permission, Sii%
I quote the passage which reads as follows:

i * ^ink, he would be one possessed of a bottomless purse, and a magic wand 
that could transform human misery everywhere into prosperity. He must be rijrid 
in economy and yet he must not resist, demands for beneficial expenditure, always 
taking care^to see that Ajmer-Merwara gets as much as Delhi, and that the North- 
w est Frontier Province is not left behind. He must be able to impose customs duties 
which will prevent the entry of foreign goods and yet produce a lfirge revenue. And 
lastly. I think I may say that he must nave the patience of a Job and the hide of a 

■rhinoceros” .

But, Sir, in spite of all difficulties I think he has done his duty to 
this country to the best of his abilities and proved himself to be a true 
friend of India. I even go further and sav that he has established a 

►convention which has a constitutional bearing for the future as well__I
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mean the introduction of the cut in salary of all officials of the Govern
ment. of India. The emergency in 1931-82, which arose out of a deficit 
budget was not the only emergency of its kind. In 1921-22 when the Hon
ourable Sir Malcolm Hailey was the Finance Member, the deficit was more 
and the emergency of balancing the budget was felt by all to be as great 
as in 1931. But in spite of the non-official pressure then, it was not 
possible to tap the very source of out in salary. I think, Sir, what was not 
possible for the then Finance Member, the Honourable Sir George did1 
that- very thing, after a strenuous silent struggle with the Govemment of 
India and the Secretary of State, and brought them round to his point of 
view. As a Finance Member ne ha6 come out successful in balancing the 
budget at a time of world trade depression, the like of which probably 
the world has not witnessed in living memory. I am not one of those who- 
would like to bring in provincial jealousies between Bombay and Bengal 
or Bihar and Orissa and the Punjab, between Madras and the Central 
Provinces or between Orissa and Sind- I believe in the ordered progress 
of the whole of India and so far as that part, of the task is concerned 
the Honourable Sir George has played his part well, as he came to the 
rescue of all the provinces, whenever they needed help. Punjab wheat 
was helped, Bombay textiles were helped, Bihar and Orissa has been 
helped in her present dire distress and Bengal has been given relief in the* 
present budget. The North-West Frontier Province has been given a 
subvention to the tune of a crore. Considering all these things I heartily 
congratulate him.

If I say anything about the present budget, it will not be with any 
idea of criticism, but by way of suggestions which, to my mind, may 
benefit this country more. Firstly, I think the sugar excise has beei* 
brought too early as the industry has had no time to adjust itself in regard' 
to capital and labour. Capital was still pouring in, and more time should  ̂
have been allowed to the industry to adjust itself by competitive prices.' 
and the principle of the survival of the fittest should have been given the* 
fullest opportunity to come into play. In regard to the excise on matches,
I have only one word to say. The industry was given protection by an 
import duty on matches, and on veneers and splints and if an excise duty 
on the matches manufactured in India is levied, the import duty oir 
matches* veneers and splints should have been increased by a corre
sponding amount which would have maintained the present protection.

T he H onourable S ir  GEORGE SCHUSTER: Mav I  interrupt m y  
Honourable friend? That is parfc of the budget proposals. *

Thi: H onourable S ardar S hri JAGANNATH MAHARAJ PANDIT: 
As far as the tobacco duty is concerned, I welcome it and I think the duty 
levied is too small. Opportunity should be taken to raise it by at least 
four annas per pound of imported tobacco.

On the expenditure side I think, Sir, the expenditure on defenoe, which 
has been estimated at Bs. 4438 crores, is still too high for India to- 
bear. There appears to be no reason why the military estimates cannot 
be brought down to the pre-war level, unless the Govemment openly
fW, 7= 5  FreBenT army in India is re(luire(i military occupa- I would request His Excellency the Commnnder-in- 
Chief to rely on the inherent loyalty of the Indians- TVain Indians in all
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hrnnches of thp army. Remove rairial distinctions in the arm y, and 
amalgamate at least the University Training Corps with the Auxiliary 
Forces and you will find a large volume of the educated section , who have 
kept themselves aloof from such forces up till now w,U ^ ^ a r d t o  
ioin them I think His Excellency will agree with me that he cannot expect 
educated young men of respectable Indian families to training
corps and'draw a monthly salary of Rs. 12 or Rs 14, which is given to 
the aepov. It is this feeling which is standing in the way of 
ment of 'University Training Corps and Territorial Forces. If HisExcel- 
lency the Commander-in-Chief could see his way to amalgamate the two 
forces he would find a great change which would ultimately lead to 
economy.

Then Sir, I would submit tty>t the introduction of reduced scales of 
pay will’not give the Finance Member any relief. Steps should be taken 
[or th<‘ compulsory retirement of all hands on old scales of pay after twenty- 
five years’ service irrespective of age. It may increase temporarily the 
pensionary charges but, at the same time, it will bring down the normal 
expenditure. Further, the top-henvy administration in India is the mam 
cause of budget deficits and consequent heavy taxation. If we compare 
the taxation imposed in this country it may not appear to be very high 
in comparison with taxes paid by people of other countries, but if we take 
the per capita income in India and other countries and compare such figures> 
then and then only we find the magnitude of the problem of taxation in 
this country. §

As regards the reduction in the rates of envelopes and telegrams I 
welcome the proposal but, as it will not give much relief to the poor 
masses, who do not use these means of communication, I would request 
the Honourable the Finance Member to consider the reduction of thfc 
rates of postcards as well.

With these words, Sir, I conclude my remarks but before I resume my 
seat I would like again to congratulate the Honourable the Finance Mem
ber for the yeoman service he has done to this country during this trouble- 
sonic period of Indian finance, and as he is leaving shortly I may assure him 
that he is leaving a memory behind which will remain with us for ever.

T he H onourable Mr. J. A. HUBBACK (Bihar and Orissa: Nominated 
Official): Sir, there is only one aspect to which I wish to refer and I pro
pose to refer to it as briefly as possible, and that is, the provision for 
helping Bihar in the earthquake disaster. The view has been put forward, 
and I am glad to sav that it has elicited very little support, that the pro
vision is thoroughly—or I think this is the expression used—pitiably inade
quate. It seems to me that such criticism is neither decorous nor politic. 
To put it on the lowest possible ground, a grumbling recipient is not 
likely to get much more. A display of gratitude is a more likely stimulus 
to further generosity. Indeed it has been cynically said that the emotion 
of gratitude is really nothing more than a lively sense of favours to come. 
It is not that kind of gratitude, Sir, that T propose to express myself here 
today. I am in a position to say that the Government of Bihar and Orissa 
appreciate very fully the exceedingly sympathetic attitude of the Govern
ment. of India in the Finance Department towards that province, in this 
appalling disaster. Tf there is any doubt in the matter, T trust that this
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will clear it up. From what I have heard and read of the course of debate 
in another place, that appreciation is shared there by the chosen represen
tatives of the province, and I am confident that it is also shared by the 
Honourable MemberB of this House, whether they come from Bihar or 
whether they do not. Further I feel sure that the people of Bihar as a 
whole will heartily endorse the same vie\*r. The Government of India 
have undertaken to bear entirely half the cost of the damage to Govern
ment buildings, a free gift of perhaps half a crore. They will advance on 
favourable terms the cost of the rest. Anybody who has seen, as I have 
seen, the destruction to Government buildings in Muzaffarpur which is 
by no means the worst affected place in the province will feel that this 
estimate ifi by no means too high. Another crore is to be given as a free 
gift to Local Bodies for the restoration of their buildings and their roads, 
and to enable them to carry on their administration until their revenues 
recover. The importance of preserving communications in the devastated 
area is simply immense. It will be impossible to deal with the situation 
during the coming months. I myself saw a few days ago a bridge half
way between Muzaffarpur and Sitamarhi which had as a result of the 
earthquake assumed the aspect of a two humped camel. It is over such 
bridges that relief has to be carried now in the dry weather. The Honour
able Members of this House can well imagine the difficulties that will set 
in when the rains begin, unless there is money to do the best we can. 
Further, the Govemment of India have undertaken to bear the entire oost 
of helping the cane growers to find a market for their cane which mills 
in their immediate neighbourhood are unable to take owing to the damage 
caused' to these mills by the earthquake. The cost of thiB is relatively 
small, perhaps about Bs. 5 lakhs, but it is none the less very welcome. 
Taking all these items together, I reckon that the Government of India 
have undertaken to give at least something like Rs. I f  crores as a free 
gift to the province, and that is something like one-third of the revenue 
receipts of the province as a whole. Sir, if,—an unlikely event,—the 
competent authority were to offer myself an increase of one-third of my 
income even for one year, I should endeavour to work up at least a 
decent semblance of gratitude. But, Sir, we gather from the speech of 
the Honourable the Finance Member and of the Honourable the Finance 
Secretary that this does not by any means cover all the help which the 
Govemment of India are prepared to give. There are two other problems 
which remain, namely, the rebuilding of private houses in the towns and 
in the villages, and the reconditioning of land damaged by the sand which 
the, earthquake has forced up. For the former problem arrangements are, 
I believe, almost complete, and I anticipate that those arrangements when 
announced will be found as generous as those of which we have already full 
knowledge. Much assistance will be given to the poorer classes from the 
Viceroy’y and other relief funds, as much indeed as the liberality of 
the public permits. To supplement this so as to help those who are un
willing to accept charity but still require substantial aid, I gather from 
the speech of the Honourable the Finance Secretary that monev will be 
mad« available to the Bihar and Orissa Government in such a fashion that 
Government can make loans to individuals- on easv terns. I gained the 
inanression during mv visit to Patna last week that probably a orom, o f 
rupees will be required for this purpose. It is obvious that anythin# like
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„n exact estimate is impossible MU the terms have been announced, appli
cations received and the committees with a strong non-official element 
have been able to scrutinize the applications.

Final]}- there remains the very important jn-oblem of restoring to
u ' fertility the land on which the seismic forces have thrown up 

° N# through innumerable blow holes and cracks large quantities of 
sand. Viewed from the air, ns I viewed it about n mouth ago, the land looked 
in the worst places as if it was suffering from two of the worst diseases 
known to man, small-pox and leprosy simultaneously. To ascertain with 
some degree of. precision the extent of the damage, a special survey is in 
progress and it was mainly to organize this that 1 went to Bihar last week. 
We sliall have to cover by survey at least 4,000 square miles and pos
sibly 3;0U0. My own estimate, which, of course, is no more than a 
guess at present—I trust, Sir, an intelligent guess—is that it will be 
found that at least 250 square miles are so badly damaged fits to require 
substantial financial aid for the unfortunate cultivators and owners of the 
land that has been damaged. 1 walked over a considerable portion of this 
land. I found in one particular place that at least half a; village was 
covered with sand. I tested the depth in a number of places. I found 
frequently more than one foot of sand on the land and in places as much 
as two feet, And there is perfectly sound evidence that in certain places 
there is four feet or even more of sand above the original level of the 
ground. Fortunately, the standing crop has not been very severely 
damaged, though it hag by no means fully escaped. This gives us a little 
valuable time for devising our scheme of relief. We hope that the survey 
will be completed by the first week of May and it is intended to give out 
a considerable degree of relief as it proceeds. More will have to follow 
and perhaps in some of the worst places it will be deferred until after the 
hot winds of April and May and the rain6 of June to October. Bv then 
it will be seen to what extent nature has herself shown repentance for 
her harsh treatment of this area, for it is possible that as the sand dries 
it will be spread by the wind in manageable depths over the neighbouring 
country, or even some of it may be washed away down into the rivers 
and jheeU. How far this will be the effect no one can say at present. 
Even at the best there will be a Inrge areri which will not in the present 
year carry any crop whaftever And cannot be put into a condition to carry 
«. crop in future years wnthout expenditure of much mtiney and labour. 
For this it is essential that finance should be provided. I  understand 
that the plan is that the cost will in the first instance be borne by the 
Fam ine "Relief fund which the Bihar and Orissa Government has built up 
in the last 13 years. In so far a& this proves insufficient—and there is 
no doubt whatever that it will be gravely insufficient—the Government of 
India will give financial support.

T he H onourable Rai B ahadur L ala RAM SARAN BAS: Ma.v I ask 
what the amount of that fund is now?

T he H onourable S ir  ALAN PARSON'S : I  am not quite sure of the 
exact sum. At the beginning 0f this year it was, I think, Rs. 88 lakhs, but 
I believe it will be reduced by the end of this year to about Rs. 25 lakhs, 
of which Re. 10 lakhs may be said to be a free balance’. But my Honour

able friend *nust not take those ad absolutely definite figures.
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T he H onourable M r . J. A. HUBBAOK: My own private estimate
fov the total amount required for this purpose is at least Rs. 40 lakhs, and 
how much more will be needed will have to wait until the damage survey 
which 1 have just described has made some more progress. It was 
impossible to start the damage survey any earlier owing to the very large 
amount of water which had come up with the sand and spread over the* 
land which we are trying now to survey.

There is yet one more aspect of the disaster as it affects the land. 
There is no doubt whatever that levels have been materially altered, a 
matter of special importance in a tract where over an area of 5,000 square 
miles there ig no difference of level which exceeds 60 feet. There is strong 
ground for apptehension that even moderate upheavals will direct the 
drainage into new courses, while the choking of old channels will aggra
vate the trouble if floods occur. Thus it is by no means pessimistic to 
expect that further relief will be required after the rains, quite apart 
from that which will be required for re-conditioning sanded laud.

Sir, 1 have only to repeat that the Government of Bihar and Orissar 
and I feel sure the great mass of the population of that province, s-ncerely 
thank the Government of India in the Finance Department for the prompt 
and generous assistance already rendered in this calamity and have every 
confidence that similar sympathy will be shown in dealing with problem* 
still outstanding. With your permission, Sir, I should like to add that 
that gratitude is extended to other departments, notably the Army 
Department for the admirable help given by the soldiers of all ranks, t<> 
thf. Air Force and, aB I said the other day, to the Railway Board.

The Honourable Sir KURMA VENKATA REDDI (Madras: Nominated 
Non-Official): Sir, as has been observed by previous speakers and as we all 
know; the Honourable Finance Minister arrived in this country in the year
1929 when the goddess of fortune was smiling on our country with all the 
exuberance and brilliance of her heart. Unfortunately, however, within a 
few months after he came here and before he could settle down, clouds were 
seen in the skies and within a short period, before he could prepare his 
budget, the ship of the finances of this country which he was piloting waa 
caught in the midst of a storm the fury of which had not been known with
in living memory before. Let it be said, Sir, to his credit that he h§s tried 
his best, used all his energy and skill in trying to save the ship from sinking. 
On occasions perhaps when the storm was at its full fury, when the waves 
were high and the wind was blowing, he may have thrown overboard a few 
goods, a little luggage, some bags, but the passengers and the valuables on 
the boat have been kept safe by his skill. Our thanks and gratitude are 
due to him and though we are not yet out of the storm, it is gratifying to 
note that we are leaving that storm behind us and perhaps seeing on the 
horizon our haven. We will reach it and when we reach it we will realize 
the service he has rendered to our country in saving the ship of the 
finances of the country so well and so nicelv. Sir, he will be leaving us 
very soon. Time passes, but I may on behalf of mv province also tell 
him this, that he will be remembered in this country and the people of this 
country will be grateful to him for the services he has rendered.

Sir, on an occasion like this, when a budget of such volume has been 
placed before us, it is impossible for any one to deal with even the most 
important of the subjects. I shall therefore content myself with referring’ 
to two or three points. First some points which we appreciate; next,.



some points on which we may have to say something not by way of criticism 
but by way of suggestions for the consideration of the Government, to be 
weighed in the balance, to be rejected, if found wanting, and to be used in 
case some sense is found in them.

Sir, we have got so many subjects, and as regards almost all the 
subjects, with the exception perhaps of a few, I have nothing to say 
against. On the good points, I will only choose a few out of the many. 
First, I would like to congratulate the Honourable the Finance Member 
and the Honourable Member for Posts and Telegraphs on the little help 
they have given to this country and to the poor people in particular by 
reducing postage and telegraph rates. The postage rate is not a very 
great boon perhaps, but the poor people can use some light paiper and the 
postal envelope, the cost of which also has been reduced, and they will 
find it a groat boon indeed; and in commercial circles, short telegrams will 
be sent at less cost and thereby those people and others are helped.

The next question to which I would like to refer is this vexed question of 
sugar duty. Sir, objections have been raised in certain quarters that this 
excise duty has been levied too soon. It occurred to me, Sir, that it is not 
a day too early. 1 wonder whether the Government considered fully at 
the time what the effect of the protection that they were giving a few years 
ago on the manufacture of sugar in this country; but within three short 
years w-* have noticed what it means to this country. As has been 
pointed out, Rs. 10 crores was the income on this commodity in the year 
1929-30 and it has. come down to Rs. 2 crores in the current year. Within 
three years commencing from the year in which this protection was givenr 
we find the tax coming down to Rs. 7 crores, Rs. 5 crores and Rs. 2 crores; 
in other words the country has lost Rs. 14 crores in three years in the 
place of Rs. 31 crores; that meant a loss of Rs. 17 crores and if the same 
rate of Rs. 2 crores revenue continues for another four years—for I believe 
that tfiis protection is in the first instance for seven years—the result will 
be a lossi of Rs. 37 crores or more. Sir, if this protection was not given, if 
the imposition of a heavy tax on foreign sugar was not introduced, the 
poor people in the country would have had the benefit of purchasing sugar 
cheaply. Sugar, Sir, is not a luxury; it is a necessity of life. From the 
biggest man to the lowest peasant sugar is a necessity, but yet the 
country put up with the import duty because they were anxious that this 
industry should be developed, that India should be in a position to supply 
her own sugar, and with that object opposition was not raised in this 
oountry even though it meant a heavy tax upon the people of this country. 
Now, Government have discovered that they have gone too far; and those- 
that object to the present iproposals do not realize how much profit has 
been made by the capitalists of the factories and mills. Sir, 1 would not 
in the least grudge my countrymen getting as much money as th ey  can 
from industries, but it should not be allowed to hit other classes altogether. 
When certain factories were making as much as half the capital as profits 
in one v^ar, they did not raise the price of the cane which was reaching 
their factories. We have it on evidence, and it was admitted in another 
place, that though the nominal price of the cane is fixed at six annas per 
maund, fixed not merely by these factory owners but by the Tariff Board 
itself, in very few factories, Sir, was this six annas a maund given to these 
cane growers; in many places four annns and even three annas were given, 
with the result that the agriculturist has lost heavily. He has never been
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benefited by this industry at all and now we are thankful to the Govern
ment for having raised this tax, this excise duty of Rs. 1-5-0, with a view 
to utilize a (portion of it towards grants to the provinces, so that the 
province might see that the agriculturist and the producer is not deprived 

his just dues.

T he H onourable R ai B ahadur L ala RAM SARAN DAS: Will that go 
for the relief of the agriculturist?

The H onourable S ir KURMA VENKATA REDDI: Not all; Rs. 7 
lakhs of it will go for that purpose if I am not mistaken. I wish the 
whole of it goes to the relief of tl^ agriculturist and he gets more than 
he does at present. But, Sir, it is something; it is better than the existing 
state of things and therefore I welcome this excise duty. After all, what 
the Tariff Board recommended was only Re. 7-12-0, and in fact at one 
Stage they recommended only Rs. 7-4-0 and they were prepared to add 
eight annas more in case foreign sugar sold at anything higher than Rs. 4. 
The Government have added an extra duty, a surcharge of Rs. 1-5-0; now 
they want to remove it and levy an excise duty of Rs. 1-5-0. But when 
Its. 1-5-0 is levifed, factories frotild be At a dis&d vantage; therefore a 
countervailing duty is placed in the place of a surcharge of Rs. 1-5-0 to 
equalize the loss that will be caused to these factories. Sir, this country 
has been committed to a policy of s&feguardihg jfiditstries. We nil recog
nize it, but when the effect of this safeguarding id to enrich ft particular 
section at the expense of others, we have to pay heavily for, as I told the 
Souse, v/o are paying a higher rate for purchasing sugar, winch we could 
have got if this protection Bill had not been passed. If this protection 
was not given we could have easily purchased foreign sugar at a much 
cheaper rate indeed. The country has been making a sacrifice and I do 
hope that the millowners and the factory owners will be prepared in their 
turn to make a little sacrifice on account of the Rs. 1-5-0 new excise 
duty imposed on them.

Sir, I should like now to proceed to the few points on which I said I 
have something to say not exactly in consonance with the Government’s 
views. First, there is this question of this grant to Bengal. In another 
place wro have seen there was wrrangling between the various representa
tives of the different provinces. The dignity of this House, the sober 
nature for which it has been famous will not admit of us entering into 
those wrangles. Speaking for Madras, I will say that we do not grudge 
this grant to Bengal. If, as the Honourable the Finance Member has 
told us in his speech the other day, that Government have examined the 
situation, found that the Bengal Government have been getting into 
debt year after year and that they have satisfied themselves that there is 
no other way of extricating them out of the mire into which they have got, 
help from the Imperial Government is a necessity, and we are prepared to 
accept it. But, Sir, this subiect has got a number of facets and viewed from 
a different angle, from a different standpoint of view, things will appear 
in a different light; and if I am speaking on this subject at all, it is not 
to question the right of Bengal to receive this amount, but to place before 
the Honourable the Finance Member the fate of Madras and her financial 
condition. Outside, ipeople believe that Madras has got a vfcry flourishing 

:bud#et. that the cut in salaries has also been restored and that Madras



must be a prosperous province indeed; but to those that come from that 
province, it tells altogether a different tale. Sir, the Honourable the 
Finance Member could not have been ignorant of the description that is 
given of Madras and the United Provinces as the milch cows of India. It 
is an old, old story, Sir, and I do not like to go over the whole of it, 
especially as the Honourable the President has been pleased to give us 
only twenty minutes each.

The H onourable Mr. BIJAY KUMAR BASU: At present the miloh 
cows are dry.

T he Honourable S ir KURMA VENKATA REDDI: No, Sir. They 
were bled and bled white to save other provinces.

Sir, the history of the financial relations between Madras md the 
Central Government is a long one. From the time of 1871, before which 
all revenues were considered to be the revenues of the Government of India, 
from the time of the period which we used to call the period of doles 
when Government used to allot certain funds to the provinces for their 
expenditure, during the 22 or 28 years of the quinquennial settlements, 
during the period of quasi-permanent settlement, during the period of 
permanent settlements, during ail those years Madras had to economize 
and hand over the funds and balances into the treasury of the exchequer 
of the Government of India or had to receive a smaller share than other 
provinces. (An Honourable Member: ‘ ‘About 11s. 8 crores a year.") 1 
have yet to come to that. That brings us to the period of the Meston 
Award. The Indian Government was faced with a deficit of Rs. 988 
lakhs or roughly Rs. 10 crores. And howr wras it distributed? Out of all 
the principal provinces, Madras was made to pay Rs. 848 lakhs or more 
than one-third of the wrhole debt or deficit of the Government of India. 
Bengal, Sir,—and my friends from Bengal need not be offended when I 
spe.ik of this,—Bengal ought to have got Rs. 188 lakhs to pay if the 
Mestjtn Aw'ard was correct. They managed to get off with Rs. 63 lakhs----- •

T he H onourable Mr . MAHMOOD SUHRAWARDY: Managed?

The H onourable S ir KURMA VENKATA REDDI: I am perhaps not 
very accurate in my English but we are all foreigners and we ought to be 
excused if the exact word is not used.

Well, Sir, it will be noticed that even these Rs. 68 lakhs were dispensed 
with immediately after the Devolution Rules were passed. In rule 17 or 
rule 18 of the Devolution Rules, there is a clause wrhich says that if there 
should be any change in the contributions fixed thereunder, that change 
ought to be placed on the table of the House of Commons and the House 
of Lords for a certain period. Even without that constitutional formality— 
now I use the wrord deliberately—Bengal managed to get the Rs. 68 lakhs 
excused.

(The Honourable Mr. Mahmood Suhraŵ ardy again protested, but the 
Honourable the President said as the House was pressed for time he would 
ask Honourable Members not to interrupt the speakers.)

But, Sir, there is another aspect of looking at this matter. When the 
Government of India say that they have examined the case an<i found it to 
brt *. fit bound to accept it and I do accept it. But may I in. all
ln^njjity; suggest if it has been considered whether this would not be placing
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a premium on extravagance? Whether it is not a test that one should 
bo only capable of spending and nob of saving? Whether we are not 
Actually inviting Finance Members of the provinces to show deficits in 
their budgets so that they may send out an S. O. S. to the Govemment 
of India that more money might be given to them? It is that principle 
that 1 would like to be considered and if it has already been con&idered 
and the Government have come to the same conclusion that they have 
come to, 1, for one, would have nothing more to say. But what 1 do say, 
Sir, is? this, that whereas we find Madras collecting Rs. 17 crores a year. 
If you look at the budget figures of the United Provinces, Bombay and 
Bengal, Sir, you will notice that my province is the one in which the 
incidence of taxation is the highest.* We collect Rs. 17 crores a year, 
whereas Bengal only collects Rs. 9 or lis. 11 crores, and the United 
Provinces Rs. 11 crores, and Bombay Rs. 13 crort’s, and vet, Sir, our 
population is less than that of the United Provinces or Bengal. The 
population of Bengal is 51 millions, ours is 47 millions, and of the United 
Provinces 49J millions, and it cannot be denied that Bengal is the richest 
province of India and the land there is the most fertile, and if you take 
the figures given in this review on pages 8 and 9, in tables 5 to 10, you 
wiil notice that Bengal comes first in the value of agricultural produce. 
And when these values have gone down and when Madras is purely an 
agricultural province with no industry like that of jute in Bengal, would 
that not appeal to the Govemment that, while they might be perfectly 
justified in helping Bengal, there is a case and a very strong case for 
Madras for similar help ?

Sir, all that glitters is not gold. The fact that we have been paying 
more taxes than other provinces, the fact that we are a peaceful race, the 
fact that we do not commit dacoities, ought not to be used against us. We 
are a law-abiding race, we pay taxes cheerfully during prosperous times 
because we know that with the advancing needs of civilized society, 
Government will be called upon to discharge duties and render services 
mu^h more than they used to do in earlier times. Our people were 
willing to pay as long as they could. But what is their present condition? 
And that leads me, Sir, to my next subject.

T he H onourable the PRESIDENT: The Honourable Member s time
is up and he cannot embark on a fresh subject.

TnE H onourable Sir KURMA VENKATA REDDI : Sir, I shall be
^lad to resume my seat. I only wish to point out that this question of
rice is very important to us.

T he H onourable the PRESIDENT: Honourable Members must
remember that there are other speakers.

T he H onourable S ir KURMA VENKATA REDDI: Sir, I obey the 
-Chair.

T hb H onourable R ai B ahadur PROMODE CHANDRA DUTT (Assam: 
Non-Muhammadan): Sir, the budget has been discussed at length in the 
press and in the other .House as also by the Honourable Members who hav? 
preceded me and little that could be said for or against has been left



unsaid except that Assam—that Cinderella of the provinces—is no where 
in the picture. If 1 intervene at this stage, it is to make a last attempt 
to impress on this House as well as the Government how grave is the 
financial position in that hapless province. I use no language of exaggera
tion or panic when I say that there is serious risk of a breakdown unless 
its all too meagre resources are not materially strengthened without further 
delay. Allow the present state of things to continue for a year or two 
more and you will have either to dissolve the province or reduce its 
status---there is no escape from that position.

The situation in a word is this. Up till 1874, the territories constituting 
the province of Assam were parts of Bengal. By a notification of that 
year, the Government of India took those territories into their immediate 
management. The separation was not of our own seeking and it was their 
bounden duty to see that it did not in any way hamper the moral and 
material progress of the people concerned. The history of Assam since 
that fateful notification is however a history of cruel neglect. It was con
stituted a Chief Commissionership and relegated to a backward standard 
of administration. Constitutionally however it was a direct charge on the 
Government of India and it could call upon them for any assistance, 
'financial or otherwise, that it might require.

in 1021. with the introduction of the Mont ford Reforms, there were 
two fundamental changes made. On the one hand it was raised to a 
Governorship with its costly paraphernalia, on the other hand it was 
'deprived of the constitutional advantage of calling for financial assistance 
from the- Centre and thrown entirely upon its own resources. In the 
‘allocation of revenues however a standard plan was followed—no allowance 
being made for the special needs of the undeveloped provinces. The 
Meston Award made the position of Assam worse, for it levied on the 
province an annual contribution of Rs. 15 lakhs without at all taking into 
Account her need for working up to standards of administration which 
previous circumstances had made possible for more developed provinces. 
Add to this the fact that a lot of backward tracts has been attached to 
Assam which cannot pay for their own upkeep. The Government of India 
have consistently refused to grant a subsidy to cover the deficit on this 
account which annually amounts to nearly Rs. 8 lakhs. But this is not all. 
Assam has been saddled with part of the cost of maintaining the Assam 
Rifles which are Central Police and intended to guard the North-Eastern 
Frontiers. This costs her Rs. 4 lakhs a year although for the protection 
of the North-West Frontier the North-West Frontier Province has been 
granted a permanent subsidy of a crore of rupees. The cumulative effect 
of all these has been to place Assam in a permanent deficit although she 
la.tks even the minimum requisites of a self-contained unit; It is now 
proposed to invest Assam with an autonomous constitution which will 
entail additional expenditure. There is, of course, the promise of the grant 
of a subvention to cover the deficit but that cannot meet her needs. And 
lastly, it is assumed that later on Assam will join the Federation. The 
prospects of Assam are gloomy in all conscience. What do I suggest will be 
the question asked? My suggestion is to place forthwith at her disposal 
enough resources to enable her to make up the leeway. Nobody knows 
when autonomy will come and to postpone assistance till then is 
to hasten the breakdown. When indeed is autonomy coming? The 
Statutory Enquiry began in 1927, the Committee reported in 1929, 
the Round Table Conference and the Joint Parliamentary Committee
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concluded their labours in November, 1933. and the Committee is not 
expected to be able to report before May next. It will be a miracle 
if the necessary legislation can be got through by December nefct 
as some people would seem to think. Supposing the days of 
miracles are not yet over, there will be much spadework needed 
before the next general election can be held. As far as one can see, there 
is little chance of autonomy coming before 1986 and that late in the year. 
But there is another factor to be reckoned with, which Sir Samuel Hoare has. 
been so anxious to stress. The Constitution Aet will not be put in force 
unless and until on enquiry which has yet to be held it is found that the 
provinces will be able to bear the burden of expenditure which the new 
constitution will entail and he envisages the possibility that the provincial 
resources may prove to be in sufficient, in which case the whole position 
will have to be reconsidered. What are the deficit provinces to do in the 
meantime? The North-West Frontier Province is already in receipt of a 
substantial subsidy. Sind and Orissa which will be deficit have yet to he 
created. The trouble for the moment is about Bengal and Assam. I am 
extremely glad to find that Bengal has been provided for in the budget 
and I congratulate her on her good fortune with all my heart. But if 
Bengal is piling up deficits at the rate of Rs. 2 crores a) year—a fact which 
justifies this special treatment—what is tho position in Assam? She is 
piling up deficits at the rate of half a crore a year. Her annual receipts- 
from the revenue heads which are steadily ‘diminishing were Rs. 220 lakhs 
in 1VV52-3.0.. For the current year the revised estimate is Rs. 197 lakhs 
and the budget for the next year provides only for Rs. 194 lakhs. Her 
loan operations are insignificant and may be left out of account. Taking 
the best view of things, her income for the year 1934-35 qannot exceed 
Rs. 200 lakhs. What would be her debit balance on the 31st March, 1935? 
It was Rs. 89 lakhs on the 31st March, 1933, the deficit of the present 
year is estimated at Rs. 40 lakhs and that for the next year at Rs. 61 
lakhs. Her total debit at the end of March, 1935 will therefore be Rs. 190 
lakhs. What to think of a province of which the revenue is Rs. 200 lakhs 
and the debit balance Rs. 190 lakhs? Am I exaggerating when I say 
that Assam is heading for financial breakdown? It is the loans from 
the Provincial Loans Fund which keep the province going and that on a 
mere subsistence basis. No development is possible—expenditure has been 
cut down to the bone. Can there be a stronger case for immediate finan
cial relief? In a statement to the Joint Parliamentary Committee, Sir 
Samuel Hoare stated that of all the provinces Assam and Bengal are in 
permanent deficit—he brackets them together—and that, and I emphasise 
these words:

v
“ Whether changes take place in the constitutional field or whether they do not it 

is necessary to put a stop to it” .

It will be ft fatal mistake to wait till the inauguration of autonomy before 
rendering help to Assam.

Tlie ("nernment of Assam has asked that the excise revenue derived 
from the oil produced within her borders may be allocated to her. In 
this demand it has been backed by public opinion and the Legislative 
Council of the province. But it is an open secret that the Government 
of India are opposing it on the ground that the Central Government cannot 
spare *t. How do they make a distinction between revenue on account



of juto and the revenue on account of oil? Bengal holds a monopoly of 
jute with two other provinces. Assam produces oil which yields no lesft 
than Rs. 125 lakhs a year. The only difference is that in the case of jute 
it is subject to an export duty while in the case of oil it is subject to 
excise duty. If you can assign export duty to one province I do not see 
why you cannot assign excise duty to another without doing violence to 
your financial conscience. In fact, the Percy Committee has laid down 
that while the excise duty should be levied by the Central Government 
the proceeds thereof may bv3 made over to a Provincial Government in 
wholo or in part. If the Centre cannot do without the oil revenue, the 
province which produces it cannot also do without it and if the Govem
ment of India were not top dog the province would not part with it. We 
have been told that the la&tter is under the consideration o i the Joint 
Parliamentary Committee. But Assam was not allowed to be represented 
before it and nobody knows what is taking place behind the scenes. 
Bengal has extorted the jute duty in spite of the Govemment of India 
and the latter were probably afraid that to allow representation to Assam 
would be to invite an open demand to the oil revenue on her behalf. 
Assam can be safely ignored, she was and is being ignored. Nothing can 
better describe her helplessness vis-a-vis the Govemment of India than the 
words her Governor used when His Excellency last addressed his Legislative 
Council. May I, Sir, point out in this connection that the policy of 
discriminating protection adopted by the Govemment of India at the 
instance of the industrial provinces which now seem to rule the roost, is 
throwing great burdens on the agricultural provinces. Although, there 
has been a separation of the central and the provincial revenues, the 
position is such that the Central budget reacts on the provincial ones in 
so far as it affects the capacity of the people to bear future taxation for 
provincial purposes. An agricultural province like Assam in return for the 
sacrifice she is called upon to make in the interest of the 
country’s industrial development can legitimately ask that she should bo 
helped out of the central revenues if necessary at the expense uf those 
provinces into whose pockets the„ protective tariffs are putting in her 
money. We are told that we are paying more now in order to pay less 
in the future. This may indeed be true, but we must survive before we 
can enjoy.

Sir, in all the discussions relating to the constitutional changes the 
question of finance has been kept in the background. But no constitu
tion, however good, can avail in the least unless it has a sound financial 
racking. This aspect of the matter has been lost sight of even by our 
leaders in their anxiety to see responsible govemment established in this 
country. I for one do not want any constitutional advance whatsoever 
if the price for it is the perpetuation of a backward administration and no 
prospect whatever of future development. I would rather go back than 
forward to find money for nation-building purposes. It would be a mockery 
and a curse to introduce an expensive constitution without providing 
adequate finance.

As to Federation. I view with great anxiety the prospect of Assam 
having to join it. An unequal combination is always disadvantageous to 
the weaker side and until Assam has approached the other provinces much 
nearer in moral and material development she will be more helpless in a 
Federation than even she is under the present constitution. What the 
Govemment should in fairness do is to prescribe a minimum standard for 
every province that will be colled upon to join the Federation. Place
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funds at its disposal to enable it to attain to that standard and 
postpone its entry into the Federation till that standard has been attained. 
In the Federal Legislature Assam will be very poorly represented. She 
has been given representation in the Lower House mainly on the basis of 
population and hers will be the feeblest voica there. In ihe Upper House 
where each province should have been allowed equal representation 
irrespective of its size, population or wealth as is the case in several federal 
constitutions, the bigger provinces have , again been given preponderating 
representation, and the Upper House, instead of safeguarding the interests 
of every unit, will be at the mercy of a combination of the bigger provinces. 
This does not augur well for the weaker provinces.

Sir, I was reading yesterday morning the Honourable Sir George 
Schuster’s reply to the budget debate in the other House. He did not in 
so many words reply to the appeal made on behalf of Assam. But while 
vigorously defending his action in assisting Bengal, he is reported to have 
said:

“ That was all that Government could do at present and no province should enter
tain the hope that there were other schemes up their sleeves that would enable them 
to answer an appeal ad mi*fricadiam. I f  the Government of India under a particular 
constitution raised a particular tax allotted as a source of federal income, that did 
not mean that the tax was taken away from the Federal Government” .

Sir, the significance of this rebuke is perfectly clear, but I have a sort 
of impression that there wTas a time when he was dead against giving 
Bengal any part of the jute duty. Inexorable necessity has forced hte 
hands and I am certain that even if he has said his last word on-the 
subject, his successor will find his hands equally forced and rush to the 
rescue of Assam. It is at least in this hope that I have taken up so 
murh of your time.

The H onourable Mu. J. B. GLASS*(Burma Chamber of Commerce): 
Sir, I would associate myself with all that my leaded has said in regard to 
the presentation of the budget by the Honourable Sir Alan Parsons in 
this Council and the masterly speech by the Honourable the Findnoe 
Member in another place. |

My friend the Honourable Mr. Miller has dealt generally with certain 
special features of the budget and I being in the main in agreement with 
his views will not waste the time of the House in covering similar ground. 
In regard, however, to diversion of trade to the Kathiawar ports and the 
suggested suspension of the cotton town duty I feel sure Bombay timber 
merchants will be grateful to me for calling Government’s attention to 
a similar duty on timber of considerably higher, incidence which has I 

consider assisted in the divergence to Kathiawar, ports of much timber 
formerly handled through Bombay.

I  now come to the poitit of view of my province on the budget and 
welcome the removal of the import duty on hides, a measure my Chamber 
hns long pressed for and which I hope will materially assist an almost flying 
industry to meet competition with our other sources of supply.

In regard to the f&ftind of hiflf the jute eiport duty to producing pro
vinces I  do not cavil, under the circumstances, at the assistance given to



producing provinces even out of what should be, under the present constitu
tion, central funds as the method is obviously based on the proposals 
idr federal finance under the new constitution. I do, however, consider the. 
needs of my province, with annual recurring deficits of a crore, are equally 
urgent and my Chamber has requested me to record their emphatic opinion 
that similar treatment should be accorded to Burma in respect to the 
rice export duty. Burma contributes over 90 per cent, of this duty and 
refund of half to producing provinces would be only equitable. Omission 
of Purma from the White Paper cftnnot be regarded 'as a valid reason for 
differential treatment, and adjustment now made in the jute duty should, 
correspondingly and automatically,’ in all fairness, be applied to the rice 
duty. «

In Bengal some 80 per cent, more rice is produced than in Burma but 
relatively Bengal exports only a small quantity and imports rather more. 
The fall in the price of rice in Bengal is therefore of lesser importance , 
than in Burma as in Bengal many other crops can be grown and are 
grown. The rice growers certainly suffer to the extent that they sell their 
produce but others in Bengal, including the jute growers, profit by the fall . 
and get their food cheap. In Burma it is impossible in the main to sub
stitute other crops for rice, which has to be grown in such quantity, that 
some can be exported to buy other necessaries, therefore every section 
suffers more severely through the fall in value.

In India as elsewhere it has perhaps not been altogether fully appreciat
ed what the wider world consequences of protective policies adopted may 
be. Take as an example the protective duty on sugar which has involved 
a loss in revenue to the Government of India of some Rs. 8 crores and 
which even under the excise now proposed is the equivalent of 200 per 
cent, ad valorem. This has resulted in the loss to Java of an important 
market for sugar and Java is now turning her Attention to rice resulting in 
the practical cessation of Burma, Siam and Indo-China exports of rice to 
i/hat country. It may therefore be claimed that Burma pays in fact 
indirectly for the prosperity which crushers, if not always the cultivators, 
are now deriving from the growth of the sugar industry in India.

Burma also suffers under the new tariff schemes as they are almost uni
formly disadvantageous to the province, apart from our association with 
India, and these I think are arguments for India giving Burma the utmost 
assistance possible, one direction I would suggest beiiig in regard to a duty 
on imports of foreign rice, which have been increasing alarmingly, in view 
of the already restricted markets for the Burma surplus.

Burma's revised estimates for 1933-34 are in deficit by Rs. 118 lakhs 
about one-seventh of the total revenue receipts and its budget estimates for 
1984-35 show again a deficit of close on a crore.

Many drastic economies have already been effected in< Burma which, 
have brought expenditure very much below normal while the report of e, 
Retrenchment Committee, on which business .interests are represented, is 
shortly expected and it is understood further large savings will be 
suggested. Until, however, prices for Burma produce, mainly rice, rise 
substantially sums borrowed must continue largely to exceed sums actually 
repaid. |

,c 2
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The remissions which it has been found necessary to grant to payers of 

revenue in 1988-84 as against the budget figures estimated for in February, 
1983, compare as follows:

Estimated. Since found
February, 1933. ’ neeeoeary.

Bs. Es.
Land revenue . . . . . 20,00,000 87,00,000
Capitation tax . . . . . . 7,50,000 22,00,000
Thathameda tax , . . . . 2,50,000 8,00,000

Total . 30,00,000

15,00,000

1,32,00,000

These concessions account for the major portion of the fail in revenue but 
naturally the depression has affected other heads. |

Despite these reductions the people are pleading for further relief and 
in many districts of Upper Burma prices have to be settled by barter 
instead of in terms of money. The person who is perhapB suffering the 
most is the landlord who was hit so badly in 1930-31 when he generally 
failed to recover loans made to his tenants before the slump developed. 
Lands have had to be taken over by Burman and Indian money lenders 
alike, as against failure to pay even reduced principal and interest, and this 
from the business point of view is not the rapacious grabbing of land it is 
sometimes depicted to be. The actual facts as I understand them are 
that advances and interest frequently extended to 75 per cent., or more of 
the original value of the land say perhaps Rs. 150 per acre whereas today 
much of the land is to all intents and purposes unsaleable.

In further reference to the cultivator, after a reduction of capitation tax 
by 20 per cent, to Rs. 4 for a married man and Rs. 2 for a 
bachelor and despite the cheap cost of living the demand for these 
purns in cash is heavy and he also perhaps at times fails to recognise 
that the passing of his land to others on the terms above stated, has 
relieved him of a burden. My fear therefore is, if the present depres
sion continues with a continuance of current low prices, that land
lords and money lenders will be so destructively hit by the slump that 
credit for cultivation may dry up. Govemment cannot finance the paddy 
crpp of Burma and their experiences over agricultural advances can hardly 
have been a happy one. Should my fear materialise I see danger of a 
possible recrudescence of trouble, particulatfv in a province which was so 
recently involved in a rebellion, which, while initially political in aim, was 
nourished by economic conditions.

I think, Sir, the Honourable House will agree with me that in the facta 
that I have just put before you the allocation of at least half the export 
duty on rice on lines similar to the jute tax would be only fair and equit
able.

Before I sit down I should first like to say how much I welcome the 
Honourable the Finance Member's most able and thoughtful survejr of 
economic prospects, in his speech, and trust that the provincial conference 
which is being called for in April will leod to concerted and co-ordinated 
measures to improve the general economic situation particularly in regard- 
to agriculture, * "



Secondly, in regard to the reductions which have had to be made on. 
timber royalties in Burma, I suggest that the Indian Government opera
tions in the Andamans may be regarded as a contributory factor. Govern
ment there are trading, which is always a bad thing, and further are 
conducting operations at a loss except so far as the extraction of match
woods is concerned and this, without the allocation to costs of royalties, 
such as forest lessees have to meet in Burma and elsewhere. They have 
also been working on lines which can be regarded as sylviculturally unwise 
if not unsound. How long is thiB unfair competition with private enter
prise to continue at the expense of provincial forest revenues and the tax
payers of India?

The H onourable M r , JAGADISH CHANDRA BANERJEE (East 
‘Bengal: Non-Muhammad an): Sir, at the outset I also join hands with my 
other colleagues in ĉongratulating the Honourable the Finance Member for 
twor things—one is the relief given to the province which I have the honour 
to represent and the other for giving such prompt and generous help to the 
sister province of Bihar which has been affected so very badly by the 
reoent earthquake. I think the help rendered by the Finance Member 
will remain for ever in the hearts of the people of India as a living monu
ment.

Then, Sir, I come to the present budget which consists mainly of two 
part8—one is the revenue tide and the other the expenditure side. Taking 
the revenue side first we find that the Honourable the Finance Member 
has tapped three main sources, viz., excise on sugar, duty on imported 
tobacco and excise on matches. Sir, the sugar industry was given protec
tion only about three years ago and after giving protection for three years 
to come forward with an excise duty is, to my mind, not at all justifiable. 
If I may be permitted to say so I would say it is most objectionable on the 
part of the Central Government. # I admit that factories were being raised 
very rapidly and I do not know how far it will be advisable to bring in the 
argument of over-production before allowing all the factories to work and 
come into competition with each other. In any field of production it is not 
the Government who should stop over-production but it is the competitive 
prices which always diverts capital from one field of production to another. 
Secondly, Sir, as far as I could gather, in Java the Dutch Government has 
â central distillery for preparing spirit as a by-product from molasses but in 
India no such steps have been taken to allow the sugar manufacturers 
from earning a revenue from the manufacture of such a by-product. If the 
sugar excise is a central revenue then it is the duty of the Central Govern
ment to take steps for the establishment of central distilleries where all the 
sugar manufacturers can dispose of their molasses, for the purposes of 
■distillation. If such a step is taken it will ultimately bring Government 
greater revenue from this excise. At the same time the manufacture of 
fluch spirits will give a good income to the sugar manufacturers.

In coming to the question of the imported tobacco I wish to observe one 
thing. Government should watch the situation very carefully and, if 
necessary, steps should be taken to increase the duty on imported tobacco 
leaves further if it can bear it without decrease in revenue. I feel that 
imported tobacco will bo able to bear an increased duty due to the facit that 
ioreign factories are being established in India using imported tobacco.

(At this stage the Honourable the President vacated the Chair, which 
was taken by the Honourable Rai Bahadur Lala Ram Saran I)as.)
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As regards the excise on matches I have got the strongest objection 

possible in the levy of such an excise as no differentiation has been made 
between the foreign factories established in India who prepare matches 
from all articles imported and those indigenous factories using indigenous 
raw materials for the production of their matches. I think the duty on 
imported veneers and splints should also have been raised so that the unfair 
competition between those manufacturers using foreign veneers and splints 
and those using indigenous veneers and splints may be stopped. In the 
alternative I would ask the levy of two different scales of excise duty 
according to the matches manufactured from foreign materials and those 
manufactured from indigenous raw materials. As a result of this equal' 
duty for all kinds of matches the importers and the middlemen will increase 
their <pric6s on all elasses of that article and the poor consumers who use 
the inferior quality of such article will also have to pay dearly. I  can quote- 
from practical experience today that the znatchep which used to be sold 
lor half a pice a box has been raised to one pice per box as a result of the 
proposed duty.

In coming to the question of the expenditure side, Sir, I congratulate 
once more the Honourable the Finance Member for giving relief to Bengal,, 
my own p̂rovince, by the refund of half the export duty on jute. But, Sir,
I take this opportunity of asking the Government to take steps to put a 
cheek on the Bengal Govemment who should not squander more money 
for pampering the Police Department which is already a privileged and the 
most-favoured department in that province. If we are asked to pay it is 
our bounden duty to see that the nation-building departments in Bengal in 
charge of Ministers are given sufficient money for opening out fields of 
employment by which unemployment may be removed, and the necessity 
for more police may ultimately be decreased. The tendency of all bureau
cracy is to check expenditure when in deficits and as soon as they are' 
made affluent they will always try to spend money on schemes which will 
give benefit not to the masses but to the bureaucrats themselves and their 
henchmen and the Bengal Government is not free from this general vice.

In coming to the question of retrenchment, I may say that the House 
is already aware of the circumstances under which the Govemment of India* 
brought into existence a retrenchment committee. I would like to quote 
the following passage from the speech of the Honourable Sir George 
Schuster regarding this Committee delivered by him in the other House on 
the 6th March, 1931. It reads as follows:

*‘1 now come to my proposal for a Retrenchment Committee. Now, I have been 
forced to draw some rather surprising conclusions from the wav in which that proposal. 
has been treated. It was a perfectly honest and fair proposal intended to meet what 
I expected would be the wishes c f  the House. But its reception leads me to the 
conclusion that if the Government want to avoid in  embarrassing obligation, the best 
thing for them to do is to come to this Assembly and_ offer to undertake that very 
course. The Assembly then apparently will say, ‘Tliis is’ only a bait; we are suspicious 
of your motives : we will not touch it at any price.’ That is what has happened in thi» 
case” . .

In the passage quoted the Finance Member complained bitterly about 
the suspicions which arose in the minds of the Members even before the 
Committee was appointed. I ask; here, Sir, as to who is responsible for 
such suspicions? It is the treasury benches and no one else. The Com- 

'.xxrittee was appointed and recommendations were made. I ask the Honour
able the Finance Member whether all the recommendations made by-
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the Committee were accepted by Government and given effect to by tftem. 
After getting the report what did the Government do? It is an open 
secret that they accepted only those portions of the recommendations which 
affected the subordinates and low paid clerks. So far as the superior staff 
is concerned practically nothing has been done. Men superannuated in the 
gazetted ranks have been retained. Posts held by Europeans recommended 
for retrenchment have been found essential for the discharge of responsibi
lities of the bureaucrats. The future scales of pay of all services manned 
mostly by Indians and rccruited by the Government of India have been 
reduced, not on the recommendations of the Committee but on their owp 
initiative, whereas the reduction in the scales of pay of superior services 
have been deferred to the Greek Kalends. Many nation-building depart
ments which used to be manned by Indians have been crippled and tho 
department of my Honourable friend the Finance Member is increasing in 
bulk because he is the sanctioning authority for his own department. In 
this connection I would seriously suggest that for any sanction of (posts of 
the Finance Department some independent authority must be appointed 
and I think tho Auditor General being independent of the Government of 
India will be the most suitable authority for such purposes.

As regards the stops takeu for economic research for ameliorating the
2 M distress of the agricultural population of India, as far as I know’

' the Government of India indented for the services of Sir Arthur 
Salter. He, like an honest man, placed certain recommendations before the 
Government of India. They did not take much action on such recommend
ations because probably they did not suit the desires of the bureaucracy. I 
understand another indent has been made from Great Britain to have two 
experts from there. As usual every opportunity is taken to bring expertB 
from England so that a few more Englishmen may go back with a little 
more looted treasure from India. I ’ know for certain that those experts 
will produce “ a mole hill” after “ the mountain has been in labour”  as is 
usually the case with all such committees and commissions. The present 
Government is so much obsessed with their own power that they forget that 
such false promises will ultimately bring ruin and disaster for themselves 
and to this country as well. It was the guilt-edged promises of past genera
tions of Britishers which were responsible for the establishment of this 
vast British Indian Empire and it is the false pledges and promises of the 
present generation of Britishers which will bring in sooner or later the dis
memberment of the Empire unless the present Government takes steps to 
redeem their pledges. I say these things not with any spirit of bitterness 
but I say them to the Government as we, being the representatives of the 
masses, have better opportunities of hearing them directly and feeling their 
pulse.

So far as military expenditure is concerned, I find a note of warning 
given to the coimtrv to prepare itself for a big jump in the figures of army 
estimates in the next budget when it comes. The Finance Member has in 
his usual way complimented His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief who 
in his turn whenever opportunity arises will compliment the Honourable 
the Finance Member because the Central Cabinet is constituted on the 
basic principle of a mutual admiration society. This House cannot agree 
to take these warnings without protest. The pay of British military 
personnel was reduced in 1925. But w'hy should that question be not now- 
reopened and a further reduction made in their pay to meet extra expenses 
in the event of any rise in the rate of interest or in the event of a general
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rise in the priceB. The By stem of contract budget made in 1929 should not 
be enforced with any fixed amount but with a fixed percentage of the total 
annual revenue so that with such fixed percentage let the army swim in 
rose baths if they can. There appears to be no justification of the over head 
charges as is borne by the army in its cost of maintaining Army Head
quarters in its present bulk, xear in and year out the people are asked 
to pay more by way of new taxation. This year we have been asked to pay 
•Rs. 140 lakhs on sugar, Bs. 30 lakhs on tobacco and Its. 210 lakhs on 
matches—in all about Rs. 4 crores. How long can this state of affairs 
continue? If the present bureaucracy whether in the provinces or in the 
centre cannot cut their coat according to the cloth they have, then they 
have no justification to demand more cloth. Bureaucracy thrives in wast
age because they play with money that is not their own. They can lay 
down maxims for good finance, and economy when it suits them and they 
can conveniently ignore them when that very maxim does not suit them. 
Here, in this case of reduction and avoidance of debt provision, this is 
exactly what has happened. On the 28tli February, 1981, the Honourable 
Sir George Schuster claimed from the house tops that diminution in the 
provision for this item would be fatal in view of the impending constitutional 
changes. With your permission, Sir, I quote what he actually told us on 
that occasion:

“ Lastly, there is the automatic increase, in the provision for Reduction and 
Avoidance of Debt, of Bs. 78 lakhs. This is a heavy item, but at this stage in 
India’s constitutional development, when the outside world is watching closely the 
effect of the coming constitutional changes on India’s financial stability, I am sure 
that all Honourable Members will agree that it would be fatal to make any diminution 
in this provision” .

In subsequent years he also held fast to that very maxim but now he 
comes with his statement regarding this question as follows:

‘ ‘ In proposing a reduction in the Debt Avoidance provision we have looked on that 
as a margin of strength on which in the preseat exceptional circumstances it is legiti
mate to draw” .

Sir, when first this maxim was introduced there was no question of 
taking it as a reserve to fall back upon in lean years. But being probably 
his last budget he twisted that formula in a way which gives him the 
advantage of showing a surplus budget and of satisfying the Provincial Gov
ernments as well. Before I conclude I would suggest the imposition of an 
export duty on gold if not for prohibiting export of that article but at least 
for raising a good deal of revenue out of that source. The recent increase 
in the dollar price of gold has further stimulated gold export from India 
as appears from the present budget speech. I read his own words:

“ One side of that policy has been still further to increase the dollar price of gold.
This has been followed by a similar increase in its sterling price, with the result that
gold exports have again been stimulated from India” .

Secondly, I would suggest the imposition of higher import duty and a 
corresponding excise duty on vegetable ghee. B y  these means Govern
ment may be able to reduce the income-tax on those persons having incomes 
up to Its. 1,000 per annum and to reduce the price of the postcard which 
will go a long way to relieve the poor masses. The reduction in the cost of 
envelopes and telegrams do not for all practical* purposes affect the masses 
at all. It is only a small percentage of the poor people, a practically 
negligible number, who go to the luxury of writing letters in envelopes and 
:still less is the percentage for those amongst such classes who use telegram*



as a moans of ordinary communication. I would therefore suggest the 
lowering of the postcard rate and leave the cost of envelopes and telegrams 
at their present price.

With these few observations, Sir, and thanking you for allowing me the 
valuable time of this Honourable House I resume my seat.

T h e  H o n o u rable  Mr* J. S. HENDERSON (Bengal Chamber of Com
merce) : Sir, T desire to swell what, I am sure my Honourable friends 
opposite will later describe as the general chorus of praise with which the 
Honourable Finance Member has been greeted on the introduction of 
whai:, I am confident, we must all genuinely deplore to be his last budget. 
In another year of grim depression, and under circumstances which have 
not only continued to be as difficult and baffling as before, but have indeed 
in some respects outrivailed previous years in the way of financial gloom 
and discouragement, he has presented a budget which shows all his former 
courage and imagination, and I congratulate him upon it.

Sir, this budget is hr financially sound and sternly uncompromising as it« 
predecessors, and once a âin there is no gilding 01 the pill which the un
fortunate taxpayer is being asked to swallow. We must be thankful 
for small mercies in these days, however, and we can at least derive some 
^mall measure of satisfaction from the decision that the 5 per cent, cut 
in the pay of the Services is to be retained for another year. I would refer 
here to the representations made to Govemment by the Associated 
Chambers of Commerce that the restoration of this cut should not be' 
effected unless at the same time some substantial and general relief by 
the reduction or removal of the 25 per cent, income-tax surcharge is 
afforded, to be shared alike by the Services and the public. It now 
appears, as I have pointed out on a recent occasion, that we are to be 
saddled with the 25 per cent, surcharge for another year, and must just 
inake up our minds to grin and bear it, hoping that the time is not far 
distant when some reduction of this crushing burden might be possible.

Coming as I do, Sir, from Bengal, and speaking on behalf of the in
terests in that province which I represent, I have to express our full 
approval of the proposed excise duties on factory-produced sugar, and, 
incidentally, to the scheme for enforcing a minimum price for cane to be 
paid by the factory to the grower. For some time past we have been 
persuaded that some such step as the former was necessary and desirable 
in the general interests, and we welcome this proposal, the effect of 
which will be to lower the present high protective duty to a level more in 
keeping with the basic* duty recommended by the Tariff Board. We 
believe with the Honourable Finance Member that even after the imposi
tion of the excise, the sugar manufacturer can pay a fair price for his 
<iane, make a fair profit, and sell at a fair price. Again, the proposal to 
abolish the export duty on raw hides is one which we in Bengal have been 
pressing for, and one which has accordingly met with considerable satis
faction on the part of the interests concerned there. Apart from the fact 
that except in certain exceptional circumstances, export duties are a form 
>pf taxation to which I am opposed as being unsound in principle, there can 
be little doubt that in this particular case the continuance of the duty was 
likely to have led to the total extinction of on important trade in a very 
short time, and we welcome its proposed abolition accordingly.

And now, Sir, I should indeed be wanting in gratitude if I failed to 
voice the satisfaction of the interests which I represent at the proposal
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to hand over at least half the jute export duty to the jute-producing pro
vinces as an urgent measure of sorely wanted financial relief, so far at least 
as Bengal is concerned. Although, to be quite frank, this proposal represents 
nothing more than what might fairly be termed a somewhat tardy act of 
financial justice, we are nevertheless duly grateful for it. As the Hon
ourable Finance Member has already pointed out, Bengal could not be 
expected Of its own efforts to restore financial equilibrium, and no other 
province in India was in a comparable position. We are most grateful, 
also, for Government’s proposals of financial assistance to Bihar and the 
other provinces which have suffered from the recent earthquake. It has 
been contended in some quarters that the proposed assistance is over 
generous, and in others that it is not generous enough, but all must surely 
he agreed, I thinkj that the need is pressing and very great, and I am 
sure the Members of this Honourable House will strongly deprecate the 
unfair criticism of the Government's help to Bihar to which I have: 
referred.

In regard to the proposed readjustment of the tobacco duties, it  
woold appear from the representations which have since been made by 
those concerned that further consideration of the revised rates is called 
for, and that, for example, the cost of imported materials used in the 
making and packing of the cigarettes in question has not been taken into 
account.

In the matter of the reduction and avoidance of debt, the Honourable 
the Finance Member has explained that it is proposed to make provision, 
for Rs. 3 crores for the current year as well as for next year as against 
the figure of Rs. 6*89 crores in the current year which would be called 
for under the Convention which was settled in 1924. In this regard we were 
glad to learn from the Honourable Member that there was no country in 
the world that had either not cut its sinking fund provision or incurred' 
budgetary deficits, and to have his subsequent assurance that India’s 
credit in the world's markets will not be in any way affected by the cut
ting down of the Debt Redemption provision this year.

Finally, Sir, I should like to express the pleasure felt by every Member 
of this House at having Sir George Schuster with us here today. It is a 
pleasure which is only vouchsafed to us once a year, and wre are sorry 
indeed to think that that pleasure must on this occasion be tempered with- 
deep and sincere regret when we remember that this is the last time we 
shall be able to welcome Sir George to this Honourable House, at least 
in his present capacity of Finance Member. As a result of his five diffi
cult years of stewardship, India’s credit today is high, the Government can 
borrow money on cheap terms, heavy short term debts have- 
become light long term liabilities, and the burden of interest greatly 
lightened. He has served this country well if ever a man did .and I am 
sure I can say without feur of contradiction that he has earned the 
admiration and gratitude of this House, and that when he leaves India 
he will take with him the sincerest good wishes and affection of every 
Member of it.

The Council then adjourned for Lunch till Half Past Two of the- 
Cloek.
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The Council re-assembled after Lunch at Half Past Two of the Clock, 
the Honourable R&i Bahadur Lala Ram Saran Das ill the Chair.

T h e  H o n o u r a ble  Mr* BIJAY KUMAR BASU (Bengal: Nominated
Non-Official): Sir, 1 have no desire to go over the same ground that haa 
been covered by the speakers who have preceded me. As a matter of 
fact, I do not want to go into the details either of the budgetary posi
tion or of the budgetary proposals which have been thoroughly discussed. 
Two subjects on which I want to concentrate my remarks are, firstly, tho 
generous contribution proposed t̂o be made to Bengal, namely, half of 
the jute export duty,—and, by the way, I hold that the whole of the jute 
export duty was the due of my province,—and secondly, the most humane 
way in which the Government of India proposes to pay for repairing the 
damages caused by the earthquake in the unfortunate province of Bihar. 
I think there was some misreading and misunderstanding of the claim 
which Bengal puts forward for the jute export duty. First of all, Sir, we 
ought to remember that the jute industry is the monopoly of Bengal. By 
jute industry I mean to refer not only to the jute mills but
also to the jute grower. The prosperity of the province and
generally of tho provincial finances depends in a great measure on 
the prosperity of their industry. If the industry is prosperous, provincial 
revenues improve. Although export duties, on principle, may be open 
to very serious objection, as I think that export duties generally always 
tend to fall on the home producers, yet in the case of a monopoly com
modity like jute it may be justified because, in certain given circumstances,
it can be passed on to the consumer. Sir, the treatment accorded to 
Bengal under the Meston Settlement was. as was well known, very much 
to their disadvantage, and if we compare the share of the revenue that was 
used for provincial purposes and the proportion taken by the Centre, 
Bengal’s percentage was 30;3, whereas in Madras, for example, it was 
69'5 and in Bombay it was 40*7. Bengal, I find from the list, was prac
tically taking the least portion of their revenue than any other province in 
India. Other sources of revenue were taken as the central source of 
revenue. We were denied those. Therefore, Sir, this allocation of half 
the jute export duty is somewhat of a tardy financial justice to my pro
vince but certainly a matter of great political wisdom. The Third Round 
Table Conference recommended and recognized that as regards Bengal, 
the difficulties arising from the present distribution of resources were 
exceptional- They recognized that and suggested that they might be made 
up bv according to the province some share in the tax on jute, and that 
is what is now being translated into action by the Government of India. 
Sir, there are very cogent grounds, I submit, on which Bengal claims 
the whole of the jute export duty. To beerin with, the jute export duty 
was imposed in the year 1916, lonsf before Federation was thought of, and 
as my Honourable friend Mr. Suhrawardy has pointed out as an excep
tional after-war measure. Otherwise, this question of the jute export duty 
would not have troubled the Government of India now. If it was sought 
to be imposed now, it would have been regarded as a source of provincial 
revenue and the whole of the jute export duty would have been utilized and 
spent for Bengal. It is an accepted principle that the determining voice 
in regard to a duty which may directly affect the prosperity of the whole 
province and the provincial finance should lie with the Provincial Gov
ernment; secondly, that jute is a monopoly of Bengal and small areas in 
Bihar and Assam, and the proceeds of the duty are therefore attributable
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entirely to a definite geographical area; thirdly, that since the duty is 
treated as a provincial source of revenue, it will be impossible to secure 
uniformity of provincial burdens as between the jute-producing provinces 
and other units of Federation.

(At this stage the Honourable the President resumed the Chair.)

When the conditions of the jute trade were prosperous, the jute export 
duty, as I said, could have been passed on to the consumer. It actually 
did not affect the growers of jute in the least. But when we are passing 
through very difficult times at the present moment, the whole of the duty 
falls on the producer. Another argument that has been used by some of 
the critics in Bengal—of course I am very glad to say not in this House 
but elsewhere—is that all the difficulties that are now being faced by the 
Government of Bengal have been due more or less to the existence of 
what is known as the permanent settlement. I do not think, Sir, that the 
question of the permanent settlement is really relevant to this issue because 
as you know, the permanent settlement was introduced in the 18th Century 
and not by the Provincial Government but by the Central Government 
of the time. So, about the distribution of the resources I do not think it 
is strictly relevant to the issue that we have now before us. But had 
there been no permanent settlement and no special taxation on the produc
tion of jute, the rent receivable by the zamindars for the jute lands would 
have been greatly enhanced and the Local Government would have enjoyed 
a corresponding increase in the land revenue if there had been no perma
nent settlement. Who can deny that? Then, for the last two or three 
years, we are passing through very critical and very troublous times. 
What do we find? Portions of the land revenue in all the other provinces 
have to be remitted to a large extent, but what has Bengal done? It has 
paid to the pie. No, they have not defaulted in their land revenue, what
ever the stress and strain they might have passed through. But up to 
the present moment the benefit of jute, a crop peculiar to Bengal, has 
been enjoyed not by Bengal through enhancement of land revenue but 
by the Central Government through an export duty. After all is said and 
done, so far as the internal trade of India is concerned, it cannot be 
denied that Bengal is primarily a consumer's province and the protective 
duties on cotton textiles and wheat or iron and steel products, imposed 
entirely in the interests of producers elsew’here, have told hardiy on the 
consumers of Bengal. That fact ought to have been taken notice of by 
the critics. Bengal has little to gain from a policy of protection, and 
duties imposed for the benefit of producers elsewhere in India, will 
damage not merely the consumers of Bengal throughout the countryside 
but also those engaged in the more important sea-borne trade of ports. 
These are some of the reasons which I think will be taken note of by 
the Government of India in revising their decision in after years. At the 
present moment I certainly congratulate myself on having got half a 
loaf instead of the full loaf that we want and to which Bengal has an 
undeniable right, There is another little point with regard to this which 
I think ought to be taken note of. In fnore than one place in his speech

BeTTthe Honourable the Finance Member has repeated' 
and our fnend the Honourable Mr. Banerjee has rubbed it in, that the



Government of India should be satisfied that the Bengal Govemment and 
Legislature were doing all that was possible to help themselves. In 
another place he says that:

“ We should satisfy ourselvea that the Government of Bengal is taking every possible 
measure on iU own account to restore financial equilibrium” .

No doubt when a grant is made it is certainly the privilege of the 
grantor to call upon the grantee to show cause why, if he misuses or 
misspends it, the grant should not be stopped. I view the thing abso
lutely from a different angle. I began by saying that we have a right te 
this duty and the Government of India have for so long been denying us 
the financial justice to which we are entitled. Mr. Banerjee in the course 
of his remarks said that the Government of India should keep a strict 
eye on the Government of Bengal that the money so given may not be 
wasted. I am surprised at the remark- My friend Mr. Banerjee is not 
in his place. I would have liked to know from him if he is prepared to- 
charge the Government of Bengal with extravagance and waste. He 
mentioned the police budget and accused them of pampering the police. 
But I can retort by saying that it is his city of Dacca which has given 
rise to this sort of pampering of the police, along with two other small 
districts, Chittagong and Midnapore. He of all people to complain that 
the police are being pampered in Bengal is really astounding. I have 
heard of people not throwing stones when they are living in glass houses, 
but surely in this case he is himself living in a house built with more 
fragile material than glass and still he throws stones at others. Bengal 
through its 1922 Retrenchment Committee reduced her expenditure by 
about Rs. 85 lakhs and through its 1932 Retrenchment Committee still fur
ther reduced her expenditure by another Rs. 40 lakhs. There was a 
remark which was made in the other House by the Honourable the Leader 
of the European Group that hereafter when any man in India would 
strike a match, he will think that he is benefiting Bengal- I say, yes, it 
is quite true that when a irinn will strike a match in India he will think 
of Bengal, but what I would ask him to do is to think of Bengal sympathe
tically and not enviously, because, after all, Bengal is as much a province 
of India as the province from which the other gentleman comes. Yotr 
cannot take Bengal apart from the rest of India.

Sir, I now come to the other point I wanted to make, as to the grant- 
of the surplus of this year's budget to Bihar for repairing the 
ravages done by the earthquake. I think I will be excused by the 
Honourable the Finance Member and will not be considered imper
tinent if I say that his. action in granting the whole of the surplus of 
this year s budget to Bihar has not only captured the imagination of 
the people, but it has shown to the people that the affairs of the Gov
ernment of India are managed not by bureaucratic soulless automatons 
but by people possessing human hearts and human sympathy for human 
miseries. Comments have indeed been made that the contribution which 
the Government of India has made to Bihar is not adequate, and people 
have gone so far as to forget themselves in their misery to say that it was a 
pitiable contribution. But I think that when the Govemment of India's 
finances are in the condition in which they are today, the gesture of giving 
the whole of the surplus to the stricken province of Bihar certainly calls 
for all the credit that one can possibly imagine.
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Sir, the speech of the Honourable Finance Member in the other House 

although it might in normal circumstances be considered long, waB a fine 
literary production and almost classical in its matter and diction. It 
captures one’s imagination and once one starts reading it dhe cannot but 
read it through to the end. Sir George Schuster is going home for his 
well-earned rest. It is practically his Bwan-song in the Indian Legisla
ture. I only hope that when he makes his swan-like end he will fade in 
music and go home with a chorus of praises following him and the goodwill 
of a grateful nation. . v

T h e  H o n o u r a ble  Mr. HOSSAIN IMAM (Bihar and Orissa: Muham
madan) : Sir, as the time at our disposal is very short I do not wish t?
prolong the discussion. First, I wish to thank the Honourable the Finance 
Member for the two gifts which he has given to Bihar. The first and 
more valuable is the Bb. 12£ lakhs recurring help in the shape of our 
share of the jut© export duty. At the rate of interest which Government 
is at present paying, if that were capitalized, it would be Rs. 3 crores. 
This is a free gift. Secondly, Sir, I thank him for the help which the 
Government of India is rendering to the province of Bihar, and as it is 
-a gift it is not quite proper for us to look it in the mouth. There is no 
doubt that Government had done a great deal for this afflicted province 
but the need of the province is so great that even this generosity does 
not satisfy us. We are not unmindful of the position of the Government 
We know /‘n what difficult circumstances the Finance Member has givea 
us this help. W7e appreciate it; therefore we do not complain against it. 
What we are stating is that our requirements are greater still and we hope 
that if it is not possible to do more in this year’s budget, at least next 
year he or his successor will be more helpful to the province of Bihar. 
In this connection I should like to draw the attention of the House to the 
fact that responsible persons in my province like Rajendra Babu have ex
pressed their dissatisfaction at the assistance. I am not going to quote 
his message, but I will lay it on the table.* It shows how great is the 
dissatisfaction in my province. A forme* Finance Member of the Govern
ment of Bihar has also condemned this measure as insufficient in no 
uncertain terms. These things show, Sir, that our requirement is great and 
therefore it is not in any spirit of ingratitude that we say this. It is only 
in desperation that we say that it is insufficient and we hope that the 
Government will be more helpful.

8ir George Schuster had set for himself a standard about presentation 
of the budget which he carried out thrQughout. He always- anticipates 
our criticism and replies to them in advance and this disarms us and 
makes it difficult to find fault with his budget. Sir, to add to this, we 
come after the Assembly and therefore all the points are practically 
exhausted; but there is this thing to be said that this is an occasion when 
this Council generally wants to speak and it is rather difficult to allow 
all the people to speak in the short space of one day. The Assembly *s 
given two days, while this Council of State is given only one day. 1 
would therefore request you to convey to the Governor General in Council

provision Bihar relief most disappointing exhibit inadequate appreciation 
gravity sttoniion callous disregard elementary needs no provision land r-.M• Iaination 
rebuilding towns of famine relief needed extensive scale Government rebuilding its own 
Local Bodies' houses, roadB, etc., and well-to-da persons with loans poorer classes left t* 
f,rivate charity and paltry Viceroy’s fund—Rajendra Prasad.**
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Sir, tny Honourable friend Mr. Jagadish Chandra Banerjee drew atten
tion to the fact that sometimes maxims are changed. I am not going to 
attack, but rather I am going to praise the fact that the Government has 
now changed its provision for reduction and avoidance of debt from what 
it was formerly to its present level. When I dared to suggest even after 
the Finance Member’s warning in this Council that the provision for 
reduction and avoidance of debt should be reduced to Rs. 42£ crores, the 
Honourable the Finance Secretary took me to task and told me that.it is 
a provision which bankrupt Governments only made and Govemment was 
far frdm that position; but adversity does made us change our ways and 
we find that the Government is now in full concurrence with me that 
thiB provision should be reduced. But there is one thing which is unsound 
in the sinking fund provision which the Finance Member has made. In 
the Finance Secretary s Memorandum we find that provision has been made 
for payment of the capitalized value of the English War Loan. That has 
-come to me as a great surprise. WTe were under the impression that with 
the talk going on between America and England and with the question of 
the German reparation arrangements that it has been finally decided that 
India will not be charged with that; at least that has not been finally 
■decided. The action of the Government in making no payment during the 
last year was a sufficient indication of the way in which the British Gov
ernment was going to proceed. Last year too we made provision for 
Rs. 1.66 crores in two ways, Rs. 88 lakhs being provided under the interest 
head and Rs. 78 lakhs in the sinking fund head. The whole of that money 
remained with the Government of India. This year again the same un
sound policy has been adopted. We have provided for payment of debt of 
Rs. 58 lakhs and Rs. 84 lakhs has been provided m the sinking fund for 
Tepayfrient of war loan. If for no other reason, the fact that the Govern
ment in England did not charge us for the last year was sufficient indica
tion that it was not the intention of His Majesty’s Govemment to fix upon 
our shoulders this burden. ThiB means that the Honourable the Finance 
Member has in his usual prudent way kept a hidden reserve of Rs. 1,44 
lakhs------ *

T h e  H o n o u r a ble  S ir  GEORGE SCHUSTER : I do not know where 
my Honourable friend gets his figure of Rs. 1,44 lakhs from. I do not 
want to interrupt him as his time is very short, but the provision last 
year was Rs. 88 lakhs, which has not been called upon, and the provision 
we are making this year is Rs. 58 lakhs.

T h e -Ho n o u rable  Mr. HOSSAIN IMAM: In the Finance Secretary's 
Met&ord&dum on the sinking fund, provision has been made for the repay
ment of debt in the sinking fund for Rs. 3 crores in which the sum of 
Rs. 84-59 is mentioned. I am taking that.

The basis foT the sinking fund is the contractual obligation which has 
been fixed at Rs. 1,36 lakhs for the 5 per cent, loan and Rs. 26 lakhs for 
the railway annuity. That is the only obligation which we a*e obliged to 
make and this was an important point which I stressed last year too, 
that We should not have anything extra in this direction.
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Sir, as you have pointed out in the beginning that we are going to havê  

separate Bills and we can discuss new measures of taxation, I am not 
going to discuss them here; but 1 should like to point out that when the 
Honourable the Finance Member painted a rosy picture of reduction in 
debts of Rs. 4,22 lakhs he did not put the whole truth. There is no doubt 
that there has been a substantial reduction in the interest payment where 
the internal debts are concerned, but our external debt position is not so 
good as that of our internal debts, and if we take into account that any 
repayment in internal debt has a repercussion on the incomes from the 
Income-tax Department, it will be seen that these reductions have been 
made at the cost of revenue from the Income-tax Department. Whereas 
expenditure on English interest is down by less than 5 per cent, the Indian 
expenditure is down by more than 10 per cent. In paragraph 14 the 
Honourable the Finance Member draws our attention to the fact that even 
with the increased loans we have got to make decreased payment. That 
iB a good picture, but it is only one side. While on this side our ex
penditure in India has been reduced; on th#* other side our expenditure in 
England has gone up. I am following his precedent and quoting the actual 
figures of 1922-23 and 1932-33. In the former *year, Sir, just ten years 
before we were spending Rs. 30 crores in England out of a total expenditure 
of Rs. 136 crores. Then our external expenditure was about 
22 per cent, of the total income. But tlii's year with all our
economies, with everything done to meet this eventuality we fini
that actually our commitment outside on revenue account has 
increased to Rs. 36 39 crores, while our expenditure in India haa 
fallen to Rs. 88*46 crores. There is a reduction of more than Rs. 17 
crores in expenditure in India and there is an increase of Rs. 6 crores in 
expenditure outside India during the ten years that the Finance Member 
ha‘s taken. This shows, Sir, that the drain of Indian wealth is still on
the increase. We have seen how on the Continent this drain has upset
equilibrium everywhere. Repudiations of debts have been made and still 
this thing is continuing. It is therefore, Sir, incumbent that good finance 
means not only that expenditure inside India should be reduced, but it is 
still more incumbent upon us that our expenditure outside India should 
be stopped. And it is there, Sir, that all the Members should concentrate 
their attention and India as a whole should concentrate its attention—that 
is on expenditure in outside countries which acts as a sort of tribute.

The Honourable the Finance Member in paragraph 60 of his speech 
drew our attention to the deplorable condition of the finances of Japan. 
They have incurred enormous deficits rising to a thousand million yen. 
But did he pause to think how much of this money has been spent in 
giving bounties to the trade, how much of it in fighting in Manchuako, 
and how much of it went to help the country itself? The Government has 
taken no care, we have always said, of our industries. You have replied 
that Government has done everything. We will see it in more detail, Sir, 
when the time comes to discuss the effects of the Ottawa Agreement.

In conclusion, it is very pleasing to me to find that even the European 
non-official Members are now associating with us and Mr. Glass’s solicitude 
for the rice-growers and Mr. Henderson's approval of the retention of the 
cut was a*welcome sign of change of tactics. When till non-official opinioa 
is going in one direction, we all feel and we all realize that the interests . 
of non-officials are the same without any difference of caftte, creed or colour.



T h e  H o n o u r a ble  t h e  PRESIDENT: 1  am anxious not to stifle the 
debate in any way and to give Honourable Members the oppor- 

; P’H# tunity of speaking and ventilating their views but you know 
.today ie Their Excellencies’ Garden Party and most of the Members are 
.anxious to attend. Last year 1 allowed the debate to continue till 7 o ’clock
but on this occasion some sort of exception must be made and I therefore
request Honourable Members whom I will now call upon to speak as briefly 
4is possible and limit their speeches to ten minutes, if possible. At three- 
forty I propose to call upon the Finance Member to reply and the debate
After his speech will be closed.

The Honourable Rai Bahadur Lala MATHURA PRASAD 
MEHROTRA (United Provinces Central: Non-Muhammadan): Sir, the 
budget as has been presented to us bears two aspects, one of which has 
nothing but commendation from us and the other is the most unsatisfactory 
or the dark side as I should say. So far as the commendable acts are con
cerned, the foremost among them is the generous contribution of Re. 3J 
crores that Government has proposed to give to Bihar. Most of the 
Members have expressed their gratitude on the point and have dealt with 
it fully, so I leave it there. The other aspect of the budget is about the 
proposal of new taxation on certain articles of necessity—sugar, matches 
and cigarettes. So far as sugar is concerned, I must say it is an article 
of daily consumption. I do not grudge the Government taxing profitB 
of the factories but when they have come forward to tax the production 
of tha factories, I must lodge a strong protest. Sir, when protection was 
given to this industry, Government did so with their eyes open. The 
Government deliberately subordinated revenue considerations when they 
decided to afford protection to this industry. But even after the lapse 
of two years they have come forward .with the proposal of a heavy duty 
of Rs. 1-5-0 per cwt. This, I should say, will kill the industry as has 
been pointed out by Honourable Members here. What the Java people 
are now doing is this: they are selling their sugar at a loss. Their cost 
pricc according to the Tariff Board report came to Rs. 4 at our ports. But 
they are now’ selling at about 10 to 12 annas less than the cost price and their 
object is to kill the industry that has just risen here in India. From the 
figures that were quoted by the Honourable the Finance Member in his 
speech I find that this year Java is going to import 13,50,000 maunds of 
sugar and with the destruction of seven factories in Bihar and seriouB 
damage to two factories, I think Java will be importing much more than 
these figures which were based on the pre-earthquake position. -Then, Sir, 
so far as the factories in the western side of the United Provinces are 
■concerned, thev are going to be closed very soon,—I mean the factories 
round about the Meerut district,—because a certain insect has destroyed 
the sugar-cane crops. Some have already been closed and others are going 
to be closed in a week’s time. So there will be still less production by 
the Indian industries. Then, Sir, I admit that Government has lost crores 
of rupees in import duty but they have gained indirectly by it. For 
instance, so many factories have been started and they are getting income- 
tax and super-tax upon their profits. Then, Sir, so much machinery hss 
"been imported, on which they must have collected import duties. Then, 
my third point is that if so many factories have sprung up in such a 
short time, it has solved partially, if not wholly, the problem of unem
ployment by so many more persons being employed in the country. That 
’is also one of the foremost duties of the Government. Then the last and
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the most important feature is that they have relieved greatly the distress 
of the agriculturists and by relieving the lot of the agriculturist Govem
ment is able to get more revenue at the proper time. The sugar industry 
in the United Provinces and Bihar has become the principal industry and 
but for thib industry I do not know what would have been the fate of the 
agriculturists of these provinces, and consequently, they have got more- 
in revenue than they would have got without them. Considering all these 
points, it is not proper to say that the Govemment has lost so much on 
the import duty. Therefore, Sir, I oppose this duty and will oppose it 
when the Bill i$ brought forward in this House.

As far as taxation on matches is concerned, this will hit the poorest 
of the poor. Everybody uses matches, the price of which will be doubled, 
so this tax hits the poorest of the poor. (An Honourable Member: “ It 
hits everybody!") It hits everybody, but I am speaking for the masses. 
Then, Sir, this tax------

Tub H onourable the PRESIDENT: The Honourable Member will 
l*avo an opportunity of speaking on those two Bills when they come up- 
before the House.

The H onourable Rai B ahadur L ala MATHURA PRASAD 
MEHROTRA: Sir, as far as the reduction in postal rates are concerned, 
the Government of India have taken action out of their own necessity. They 
have worked it out for many years and found that they were losing in the 
Postal Dopartment, and now they have realized the mistake they have 
committed and are reducing the price of envelopes by three pies only. 
If they increase the weight from half a tola to one tola, I am sure it will 
enable Govemment to be much more a gainer. It was also proper that 
Government should have reduced the price of postcards to three pies but 
they have not done so. I hope the Honourable the Finance Member wilT 
consider that question very seriously. Sir, as the time at my disposal 
is over, I cannot deal with the other subjects with which I wanted to deal.

The H onourable Mr. VINAYAK VITHAL KALIKAR (Central Pro- 
vinccs: General): Sir, I cannot see my way to congratulate the Govem
ment over presenting this budget, which though on paper appears a surplus 
budget is, to my mind, really a deficit budget. When the purchasing 
power of the people has gone down admittedly and when there is economic 
depression of such great extent, the taxation proposals which the Honour
able the Finance Member has introduced in his budget will not in any 
wav alleviate the sufferings of the masses. Therefore, the Rs. 163 lakhs 
which he wants to get from these proposals will not in any way balance 
the budget and therefore I say that though this budget may be a sound 
one on paper, yet so far as the country is concerned, it is practically a 
deficit budget.

Much has been said, Sir, and I do not want to repeat the arguments, 
about the sugar tax and the match tax. But one point has struck me 
frbm the point of view of the cane grower. It has been suggested that 
this excise duty on sugar will help the cane grower to a very great 
extent. My Honourable friend, Rai Bahadur Lala Mathura Prasad 
Mehrotra, who is intimately connected * with sugar manufacture, 
lias ably put forward the case of the manufacturer before the*



House. I, as a cane grower, would be personally glad if the cane growers 
are benefited. But I take a broader view of the position. My Honourable 
friend Su* Kurma Venkata Beddi has said, and I fully agree with him, that 
this commodity is used by all people for consumption. It is not an article 
of luxury, but it is an article of necessity. From that point of view I 
submit that if this excise duty hard hits the manufacturer, the cane 
grower will not really get any money for his produce. I am myself a can© 
grower and if the factories" do not purchase our cane, then ultimately 
we will not be able to get as much price as the Government expects that 
we should get and as we desire that we should get. So, I cannot agree 
to this proposal.

Then, as regards the match duty, it will hit the poorer classes as well 
as the other classes. I do not mind if it hits me, but I really feel for 
the poorer classes. In these days of depression I do not think it is a sound 
policy for Government to burden the taxpayer, because he is already over
burdened with other taxes. The taxpayer has to pay the provincial tax; 
he hn& to pay the tax of the local bodies; he has to pay the tax of the 
Central Government, and now he has to pay also the additional taxes 
which the Central Government want to impose every year. In fact, I 
should call this not a normal but an emergency budget. If the Honourable 
the Finance Member had found his way to reduce the burden of over
taxation under which we are suffering, I would have been really glad 
and I would have said that he has really managed the finances of the 
country well. Scientifically, he might have managed the budget well. 
But go to the country and see the position of the agriculturist and the 
poorer classes. You will find that there is hardly anything left for them. 
They cannot even meet the cost of production and there is very little left 
ibr then to live upon. In my own province, which is mainly agricultural, 
it is very difficult for a farmer to get even two meals every day. They 
have not been able to pay land revenue; they have not been able to pay 
their debts and find the means to meet the ordinary necessities of life. 
If the Honourable the Finance Member had come to the rescue of my 
province I would have thanked him very much. Of course I know that 
my Government are managing their budget well. They have not produced 
a deficit budget. I congratulate the Bengal Members that they have got 
nearly Bs. 2 crores, but I think it is a bad precedent, because if Bengal 
claims that amount today, tomorrow the Central Provinces, the poorest 
province in India, will claim something. The Central Provinces Govern
ment have curtailed their expenditure to a very great extent both on the 
Reserved side and on the Transferred side. Most of the grants to local bodies 
for useful activities have been curtailed. Not only that. On the Reserved 
eide, expenditure has been very much curtailed that in various places the 
posts of Sub-Judges have been abolished, and people have to go a long 
way for their litigation. Because we manage our budget very successfully, 
I am afraid the Government of India do not come to our rescue. Not only 
that. Tho Government of India have increased the freight on coal. The 
other day I made a remark about it, and now I find that from the 1st 
April the freight on coal is going to be raised. The surcharge is there 
and tta freight is also going to be raised, so that other industries will 
also suffer.

Sir, as the time at my disposal is short I shall briefly deal 
with military expenditure. My point is that you have to curtail expen
diture and though I may congratulate the Honourable the Finance Member
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t ier haying curtailed expenditure on the military side, still, according tb a 
, very eminent authority—I mean the present Prime Minister of England— 
: the military expenditure of India should not be more than Rs. 20 crores. 
.That , is what he said in his book entitled “ Government of India” . Hie 
says that the expenses of the British Army should be borne by the Imperial 
Exchequer and not by the Indian Exchequer. So the position is that new 
taxation proposals are there and the purchasing power of the masses has 
not in any way increased while the position of the agriculturist is very 
distressed. If, therefore, taking these thingB into consideration, m,y 
friend thinks that the budgetary position is sound, I am sorry I cannot 
agree with him.

The H onourable K han B ahadur Chaudri MUHAMMAD DIN (East 
Punjab: Muhammadan): Sir, the Finance Member has given an excellent 
picture of India’s financial administration, of his difficulties and his successes 
since the end of 1929. Sir Alan Parsons’ Explanatory Memorandum 
gives most useful and illuminating information. It was fortunate for India 

: that during the severest period of world-wide depression we had a financial 
* expert of Sir George Schuster’s experience as the custodian of our public 
finances. It is due to him that in spite of the terrible depression and 
sltimp India’s credit today is high. The burden of interest has been re- 

'duced and heavy short-term debts have been converted into light long-term 
liabilities. The Government of India is to be congratulated on the generous 
provision for financing the measures to help the needy victims of the 
earthquake in Bihar. The re-introduction of the one-anna postage for 
letters and cheaper telegrams are satisfactory features of the budget. Sir, 

"owing to the lower prices of agricultural produce rural India is in a very 
' sad plight. It is not life but a struggle for existence with the villagers 
today. It appears as if the fate of agriculture were sealed. The Govern
ment should take special measures to find markets for Indian agricultural 
produce and to improve prices. During the Simla session I urged the 
necessity of reducing railway freight on agricultural produce. It is one of 
the methods by which Government could help the agriculturist. Nothiog 

‘ has been done to tackle the problem of rural indebtedness. The complex 
ratio question is causing a good deal of discontent and should be threshed 
out thoroughly to the satisfaction of agriculturists and traders of this 
country.

The H onourable Saiyed MOHAMED PADSHAH SAHIB BAHADUR 
(Madras: Muhammadan): Sir, the period during which the present 
Finance Member has had to manage the finances of the country has been 
one of acutest financial stringency. By the time he had assumed office 
the financial prospects in the country had become dark and discouraging.

■ Hardly a year and a half had elapsed since his assumption of office, when 
the ship of India’s finance was caught in the severe storm of depression 
which overtook the world. Besides this, there were internal difficulties 
owin  ̂ to th.3 disruptive movements in the country which went only to add 
to. the embarrassment of the situation. If in the teeth of the storm, 
through those troubled waters, the ship of India’s finance has been able to 
keep above water it has been due only to Sir George Schuster s skilfuJ 

(«tfeering of it. Without resorting to any drastic measures, unlike other 
-countries which have been taking' great risks in theiir effort to ’rehabilitate 
-their finances; India has been“aWA not only to make fcoih ends meet, b\it
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also to budget for a surplus however small. India has succeeded in getting 
its burden of debt substantially reduced and the interest charges lowered. 
India has so far succeeded in weathering the storm, with its credit abso
lutely unimpaired. These are achievements, Sir, of which any Finance 
Member may well be proud. But even though the able Finance Member 
has in tho teeth of tremendous difficulties succeeded in adhering to hia 
principles o£ sound finance, it is distressing to find that he has not been
able to see his way to giving any relief to the taxpayer or to the poor
agriculturist. While the present burden of taxation in the existing economic 
conditions obtaining in the country is already unbearably oppressive it i* 
very disappointing to find that there are proposals in the budget to levy 
fresh taxes. Sir, nothing has yet been done to improve the hard lot of 
the agriculturist. It is true that India’s credit stands high. 
It is true that we have been able not only to balance our
budget but even to produce some surplus. But it is no less true
that unless the position of the agriculturist is improved it is not 
possible to stave off any longer the disaster which threatens the country. 
However, it is gratifying to find that the Govemment have realized the 
necessity of taking action in thiB direction and intend to convene a con
ference where proposals in this connection will be considered. In addi
tion to the general conditions which have tended to bring down the prices 
of commodities all over India, there are some factors which have caused 
an enormous fall in the price of rice in southern India. Owing to large 
quantities of rice imported from Burma the paddy grower in southern India 
is not in a position to recover even the money which he has spent on 
cultivation. Unless steps are taken forthwith to strengthen his position 
and to try and find a market abroad for rice grown in southern India* 
and also unless measures are taken to stimulate prices locally, the paddy 
grower in Madras is sure to be ruined altogether. Sir, there are different 
ways in which the Govemment could come to the rescue of the paddy 
grower in Madras. First of all, Sir, the export duty on rice might be 
removed. Again, Sir, the Govemment of India might negotiate with 
Hyderabad and try to bring down the import duty which is now imposed 
by that State. According to the treaty only Re. 0-1-6 ought to be imposed 
on a maund of rice which is worth Rs. 1-14-0; but as it is, Sir, a duty of 
six annas is imposed on rice in the Hyderabad State. It is therefore 
necessary that negotiations should commence in order that the duty imposed 
by the Hyderabad State on rice imported from South India might be 
reduced to proper proportions, that is. Re. 0-1-6 a maund. Again, Sirr 
the duty imposed on rice exported from South India into Malaya also may 
be tried to be removed. If this is not possible, I would at least suggest 
that the Ottawa Agreement might be applied to Malaya and the preference 
of one penny per pound may be given to rice imported into the Malay States 
from South India. Again, Sir, the price of rice could be stimulated by 
restricting the acreage of rice cultivation; just as in the case of tea and 
wheat a restriction might be placed on the area in which rice could be 
cultivated. In addition to this, I would also suggest that the other rail
ways. for instance, the Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway, might 
also be induced to give concessions in respect of rice freight as the South 
Indian Railway has already done.

Now, Sir, just one word more about another feature of the budget which 
concerns mv province particularly. Sir, Madras is always forgotten when 
ever the Government of India has got to make any concessions. It is too
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far away from Delhi and Simla for the Government of India to take note of 
its needs and requirements. Sir, as you know, the same indifference 
has again been shown to the needs of Madras as had been shown previously. 
While a great impetus has been given to Karachi and Calcutta and other 
provincos to their trade in hides, no such concession has been shown in 
the case of the skin industry in Madras. Sir, the fact that the skin 
merchants have in spite of free export duty been able to maintain their 
business has gone to induce the authorities here to make an invidious 
distinction between the case of hides and that of skins. Sir, the authorities 
by making this distinction have conveniently forgotten the fact that by 
their action they have done something which is very likely to give a set 
back to the tanning industry which iB one of the growing and most import
ant industries in the Madras presidency.

Sir, I do not want to refer to any other features of the budget as enough 
has been said about the rest; but before I sit down I would like to express 
my gratitude on behalf of my province for the generous manner in which 
the Government of India has come to the rescue of stricken Bihar.

T he H onourable Rai B ahadur L ala JAGDISH PRASAD: Sir, I 
will hand over my speech.

The H onourable the PRESIDENT: I understand that some of the
Honourable Members have written speeches and if they are willing and 
have no objection I will take tfiem as read and see that they are published 
in the proceedings if they will kindly hand them over to the Secretary.

The H onourable R ai B ahadur L ala JAGDISH PRASAD (United 
Provinces Northern: Non-Muhammadan): Sir, the budget that has been
presented to us is such that although for some of its features the Finance 
Member no doubt deserves congratulations, yet there are others which have 
rightly caused a certain amount of dissatisfaction. In other words, the 
budget has been received with mixed feelings of commendation and hostile 
criticism in the country. The announcement about the financial help which 
the Government of India have generously decided to render to the province 
of Bihar for repairing the damage caused by the earthquake should of 
-course evoke high appreciation in the country. Then, the revision in postal 
and telegraphic rates, which has been forced on the Government by the 
general decline in the volume of business, will be welcomed by the public. 
Yet another commendable proposal is the introduction of legislation empower
ing the Provincial Governments to prescribe a minimum price for sugar
cane to be paid by the sugar factories to cultivators. This proposal will 
go a long way to help the hard hit agriculturist. And, lastly, the growing 
reduction in military expenditure—although said to be only temporary, 
and however inadequate from the point of view of Indian public opinion—is 
deserving of all praise. But, Sir, apart from these happy features there 
is perhaps nothing else that can be placed on the credit side while there 
is much that can be placed on the debit side of the budget. The un- 
happiest feature of the budget is that no relief is proposed in the burden 
of the taxpayer who continues to groan under the crushing burden of taxa
tion. The top heaviness of the administration continues in spite of re
trenchments made here and there and the cost of administration continues
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to be beyond the paying capacity of a poor country like India. Although 
I have acknowledged the reduction effected in the military expenditure, 
which has been from Rs. 55*10 crores in 1929-30 to Rs. 44*38 crores in the 
budget year, nevertheless the fact remains that there is yet large scope tor 
economy under this head and there is no reason why according to the 
•demand of Indian public opinion the military budget should not be brought 
down to the pre-war level of about Rs. 29£ crores, and why the reduction 
so far effected in it should be said to be only temporary and why this 
reduction at any rate should not be made permanent. Then, the surcharge 
on income-tax and the super-tax continue in operation which were emer
gency measures and the minimum taxable income for purposes of income- 
tax continues to be Rs. 1,000. This, Sir, is not a matter on which the 
Finance Department could be congratulated, for, the taxpayer has been 
all these years expecting relief in the burden of taxation as he has been 
hard hit by the unprecedented economic depression on the one hand and 
by the growth in the incidence of taxation on the other. Then, the 
losses in private income for purposes of assessment of income-tax are not 
carried forward in India while, I understand, they are carried forward up 
to a limit of three years in England for puposes of assessment of income- 
tax. It would be only fair if the same practice is introduced here and I 
hope that the Government will please consider this matter. Again, no 
steps have been taken to raise commodity prices, unlike certain other 
countries the latest instance of which is furnished by the United States 
of America which has devalued its dollar. India is being bled white on 
account of the drain on her gold reserves but no measures are taken to 
check the flight of gold from the country. If a duty had been imposed 
on the export of the yellow metal it would have enabled the Finance Mem
ber to balance his budget perhaps much more easily than the proposed 
excise duty on sugar and matches. I would therefore strongly urge the 
imposition of an export duty on gold.

Now I come to the actual budget proposals. I have already said at 
the outset that the revision of postal and telegraphic rates is a welcome 
i<rn. But, Sir, the initial weight of half a tola proposed to be fixed for 

inland letters as entitling them to be transmitted on payment of a postal 
tariff of one anna would have been better appreciated by the general 
public if the initial weight for one anna letters would have been fixed 
«t one tola, because I fear that only thin paper and of a limited size 
would have to bo used for letters in order to keep their weight below 
half a tola.

As regards the proposal of levying an excise duty on sugar I am afraid 
-the arguments advanced by the Finance Member in support of it are 
Unconvincing. Sir George Schuster giving reasons in support of his pro
posal has observed in his budget speech in the other House that

“ In many cases large profits are being made by sugar manufacturing companies, 
and the attraction of these profits is so great and factories are being set up so rapidly, 
that there is a real danger of over-production on a scale which may lead to very 
serious reactions both on the manufacturing industry and on the cane-growers 'who 
rely on it” .

But my idea is thu«t the proposed duty will affect the sugar manufac
turing companies only to a certain extent and will not benefit the cane- 
growers to an appreciable extent. On the other hand, it is the poor 
consumer who will ultimately have to share the burden for the price
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of sugar is likely to be increased as a result of this duty. If the interest* 
of the agriculturist are to be protected then the proposed legislation 
enabling the fixation of a minimum price for sugar-cane is the proper* 
remedy for it. Then, Sir, it does not seem quite fair that when once 
protection was given to the sugar industry in India for a certain number 
of years against foreign competition and when Indian capitalists have- 
on the basis of that protection sunk their capital in the industry an 
excise duty should all of a sudden be imposed so soon after the imposi
tion of a* protective duty. It will surely be in the nature of a blow 
to an industry which is yet in its infancy. If the idea is to restrict the* 
profits of the sugar factory owners then perhaps the surcharge on the 
import duty of sugar should be removed instead of levying an excise 
duty on it. Besides this, excise duty on an article of food is objectionable- 
in itself.

Apart from this, the question arises that the sugar manufacturers 
having in the existing state of affairs entered into forward contracts 
whether the excise duty proposed will be payafole by the buyer or the- 
seller. I hope the Honourable the Finance Member will enlighten the 
House on this point.

Another objectionable feature, of the budget is the proposed imposition 
of an excise duty on matches which apparently is being done only to 
enable the Govemment to render financial assistance to Bengal. Sir, I  
do not grudge relief to Bengal if she really needs it, but I hope that 
the Govemment of India will keep a watch that this does not lead the 
Bengal Govemment and Legislature to slacken their efforts in exploit
ing their own resources. Otherwise the giving of the proposed gratuity 
and taxing the match industry on that account will be quite indefen
sible. As regards the enhanced duty oh imported raw tobacco and the new 
method adopted of taxing foreign cigarettes imported into the country 
I am of opinion that the duty should be levied only to an extent that the 
indigenous cigarette industry, which is a growing industry, may not be 
adversely affected thereby. ’ ■

If the Finance, Member be willing to forego any of the proposed excise 
duties he can still balance his budget by levying an export duty on gold 
as already suggested by me.

Sir, I want to make two more points before I conclude. With the- 
stay of the* present financial depression in our midst for the last several 
years it has, I think, become very essential that the pay of future 
entrants to all-India services, or Imperial services as they are called, 
should be revised for India can no longer afford to pay her services such 
high emoluments as at present. It might have come to the notice of 
the Govemment of India that in the last month the United Provinces 
Legislative Council adopted a Resolution recommending to the Provincial 
Government not to fix reduced scales of pay for the new entrants to any 
of the provincial services unless concurrently with a; Bimilar reduction 
made in the emoluments of new recruits to the all-India services. From/ 
a report of the speech made by Mr. Blount, the Finance Member of the- 
United Provinces Government in connection with the debate on that 
Resolution it appears that the question of reduction of pay of future 
entrants to the imperial services is under the consideration of the higher* 
authorities. But it is not known how far the matter has proceeded. In: 
order that the much desired relief may be afforded to the taxpayer it is



essential that speedy action be taken in this matter, for, at least, in the 
case of one province it can be said that the Provincial Legislature is un
willing to help the Local Government financially by effecting a reduction 
in the emoluments of new recruits to the* provincial services unless a 
similar reduction is concurrently made in the scales of pay of the imperial 
services. And it may be that other Provincial Legislature^ may hold 
the same view. So both in the interest of the general taxpayer and in 
that of the Central and Provincial Governments it is desirable that the 
pay of future entrants to the imperial services should be revised as early 
as possible.

The other point is, that the United Provinces Legislative Council has 
recently passed a piece of legislation known as “ the United Provinces 
Agriculturists* Relief Bill" which is awaiting the assent of the Governor 
of the United Provinces. This Bill is likely to affect the revenues of the 
Government of India derived from income-tax a*id hence I propose to 
refer to it in this debate. One of the provisions of this Bill is that 
accounts between a creditor and a debtor in respect of loans taken between 
the years commencing from the 1st January, 1917 and ending with 1st 
January, 193C can be re-opened and interest reduced in certain cases, 
and that any amount already received by the creditor on account of 
interest in excess of that due under the provisions of the Bill shall be 
credited towards the principal. Now, it is obvious that from 1917 to
1930 numerous payments of interest must have been made, under the 
terms of bonds; these must have been included in the income-tax state
ments and assessed, and income-tax must have been paid on them. Now, 
under the Bill, the lowering of the rate of interest will necessarily result 
in reducing the amount of interest income, and as the income-tax paid 
on the bases of old statements must be in excess of that legally 
due on the income as now calculated, the income-tax paid on the difference 
between the interest payable under the deed and that payable under the 
new Act should have to be refunded to the assessees. As the matter is 
likely to affect the revenues of the Central Government, I venture to 
bring it to the notice of the Government of India on this occasion of the 
general discussion on the budget.

In conclusion, Sir, I may say that one day which is allowed to this 
House for general discussion on the budget iB very inadequate and a 
number of Honourable Members today are going without having their 
say on the budget for want of time. I therefore* request the Govern
ment to give two days to this House for the general discussion of the 
budget in future as in the case of the Lowca* House.

The H onourable M r. V. 0. VELLINGIRI GOUNDER (Madras: Non- 
Muhammadan) : Sir, the budget presented to this Honourable House is not an 
unmixed blessing. There are many of us who would feel happy that the 
state of finances of the country is sound and that the credit of the country 
is high. But the question arises whether the country is not being made to 
pay too heavy a price for it. So I will call it a time serving budget.

My Honourable friend Sir George Schuster speaking in another place 
thought that the only alternative to raid on the sinking fund was additional 
taxation. He could think of no other alternative. 'That is unfortunately 
the official mentality today. There is an alternative and the only alternative 
which will appeal to this heavy tax-ridden country, namely, further 
retrenchment. Thip .country cannot , ber̂ jr the incidence of taxation at the 
present scale.
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There are many points which I would like to touch on this occasion but 

as eo many other Honourable Members have either spoken or will speak I 
will confine myself to a few of them. First, let me bring to the notice of 
Government the import of foreign rice which lias up to now come to more 
than 50,000 tons into Madras is causing havoc to the vast rice-growingjirea 
of the province. Something should be done at once to prevent this.

I would suggest that the postal rates be revised and that the two pice 
postcard be restored. Sir, when originally the postcard price was doubled 
we were told it was a temporary measure. Now not only has that been 
standardized, but the Finance Member wishes to make a three pice post
card a permanent feature of the taxation system of this country. 1 am 
amazed, Sir, that in a country where you can get a first class newspaper 
for half an anna p&r issue, you have to spend three pice on carrying a 
small message through the post. There must be found some solution to 
restore the two pice postcard. And if it is the case that people are 
resorting to the book post then I would let them do so rather than raise 
the price of the book post.

There is another point, Sir, which I would like to urge. There is no 
meaning in half a tola letter for one anna. It would either involve very 
heavy burdens in the form of extra staff to weigh every letter to see 
whether it will exceed the prescribed limit and extra staff to collect bearing 
charges or the postal authorities will not be strict and the one anna letter 
will replace the five pice letter. I would like the Finance Member to 
consider whether it would not be fair to him and to the country to make 
the one anna letter one tola in weight.

Much may be said about the plan for taxation, but I would confine 
myself to recording our protest against the proposed abolition of the excise 
duty on hides. If industries with a smaller stake were allowed recently 
under the Tariff Bill to grow under a protective wall, why should the silk 
and tanning industry of Madras be thrown overboard. The duty on 
matches is unfortunate as it has taken away a source of income-tax on 
which all the provinces were counting for a permanent equitable settle
ment of their financial relationship with the centre. The duty on sugar 
is far too heavy, when considered in combination with the decision to fix 
the minimum price for sugar-cane and license marketing associations and 
individuals for the purpose. The marvellous response to the policy of 
sugar protection in the form of capital investment will receive a set-back 
at such an early stage and any financial failures in this industry would 
give such a shock to people that confidence in joint stock enterprises will 
disappear for long.■■“a*-

Here I would request a portion of this tax to be set apart to sugar 
research such as small scale sugar manufactured as a cottage industry. 
The rupee higher ratio question, in spite of the unanimous proteats all over 
the country, Government remains quite unconcerned.

I am sure all my Honourable colleagues would have preferred to know 
what the views of the Government of India are on the constant outflow of 
gold from this country—which outflow is a better indication of the distress 
in the country than the reassuring estimates of the economic life of our 
people given by the Finance Member. How long will this outflow of gold 
continue? Now, at least, when a balance of trade has been restored a new 
policy should be chalked out in the best interests of India.



The H onourable Mu. Y. RANG AN A YAK ALU NAIDU (Madras: Non- 
Muhammadan) ; Sir, the Honourable the Finance Member will be leaving 
us shortly after five years of strenuous labour in this country and I should 
have been very glad to wish him a kindly farewell. I regret to say, how
ever, that I am not able to congratulate him on the present budget. Sir, 
I am not an educated man. I do not know English well. At any rate I 
can not speak fluently. I was born an agriculturist and that is my main 
profession although 1 have some sailing ships which we have owned for the 
last 73 years. I take more interest m agriculture than in trade.

Viewing then, this budget from an agriculturist’s point of view I regret 
to find nothing in this budget which is helpful to the agriculturists. My 
province is mainly agricultural and 80 per cent, of the people depend on 
land. At one time land was considered to be very valuable. We invested 
all our money in land. Today land has gone down very much in value. 
Even then there is nobody to purchase the land. Prices of our produce 
have fallen and our people have become poor. During the 50 years of my 
life’s experience I have never known such hard tipies as the present. No 
doubt there were times when prices were as low as at present, but the 
people never suffered. The reason seems to be that taxes have grown up, 
<lomestic expenditure also has gone up by twice the amount of my early 
days. Today people are starving, unable to pay their taxes and unable 
to maintain their families. Debt has increased and nobody is prepared to 
purchase their lands especially for cash. The time has arrived when they 
may give up their lands to their creditors and the creditors must take them 
at double or treble the present price of the lands, because the debt is more 
than the cost of the land.

There is a saying in Sanskrit “ Durbalasva Rajabalam*’ which me^ns the 
strength of the weak and the poor lies in their sovereign. The Govern
ment of India are our rulers. We look upon them as our protectors. There 
is one saying called ‘4 Na vishnu Prudvypathy" which means no one who 
has not got a spirit of God in him will be a ruler. You are our rulers. So 
you must have the spirit of God in you. If God does not protect the 
poor who will protect them? But I regret to say that there is nothing in 
this budget to save ryots from hunger and starvation.

On the other hand I find fresh imposition of taxes. Take for instance, 
the excise duty on sugar. Government have protected this industry, but 
agriculturists get no benefit out of it. Still we are hoping that in the next 
few years the price of sugar-cane may rise and the agriculturists will get 
more money for it. Now, if we impose an excise duty on sugar, it means 
there will be less production of sugar. Factories will take less cane from 
us and we will get less money. Therefore this tax is not good.

Next there is a tax imposed upon matches made in our country. How 
are you protecting the industry ? On the other hand matches will become 
dear. All people want matches and poor people also want them. How 
can poor people pay more? Is it not a hardship on such poor people? 
Why can not the tax be removed?

Then there is the income-tax. It was originally put in as a temporary 
measure. Now it has become permanent. Moreover, when once a man 
is taxed income-tax it will never be reduced or removed. It goes on 
increasing. In 1931, when the Finance Bill wag introduced, a surcharge 
and an enhanced income-tax was added to the ordinary income-tax. At 
the same time a <mt in th  ̂ salaries was also made. Blit when the cut is
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restored the income-tax is not reduced, and the surcharge still remains. 
Why? Some relief must be given to the taxpayers in this budget. It did. 
not aippear necessary to the Government of India to reduce the income- 
tax when they thought of restoring their salaries.

Taxpayers and the agriculturists today are like children without *  
mother, and no help comes from anywhere. If these things go on like this* 
human beings will lose all their flesh and blood and bones only will remain. 
Government authorities would appear to be looking after their own affairs. 
Only persons now well off are Government officials and salaried people. All 
others are starving withput any help. Are Government aware that there' 
have been more insolvencies during the last three or four years, four or five 
times more than the previous years? The sufferings of the people are- 
great but the Government do not feel the pain. One doctor once said 
thus:

“ I performed an operation on many people for boils and I never felt any pain.. 
When I opened my own small boil I felt great pain".

Government are in the position of that doctor. They will feel the pam 
only when they suffer. Finally my request is that Government must try 
to save by cutting their coat according to their cloth.

I have only one more important subject to refer to and that is rice* 
My province is essentially a rice-producing province. We have the great 
Deltas of the Godavery, the Kristna., the Cauvery and the Penna, Besides 
these four rivers there are several small rivers and many tanks. We have 
the Resicula and Moipoor projects. We produce immense quantities of 
rice. We export a good deal of it. Tho Hyderabad State used to 
purchase large quantities from us. Today they have put a tax on it, with 
the result that very little rice is now going from the Madras presidency to 
Hyderabad State. Further, the duty of two and a quarter annas, per 
maund on exported rice is killing our trade with Ceylon and other 
countries. These taxes must be removed. I would therefore press on th* 
immediate attention of the Government to come to our rescue by 
completely stopping all imports of foreign rice without further delay or at 
least levy an adequate duty which will save us from unreasonable and un
healthy competition. I hope Government will tell us definitely what they* 
propose to do in this matter so that we may know where we stand.

With these observations I regret to say that I am unable to support the* 
budget.

T he H onourable K umar NRIPENDRA NARAYAN SINHA (West 
Bengal: Non-Muhammadan): Sir, despite a surplus the Honourable Sir 
George Schuster's budget cannot very well be termed a “ balanced budget". 
In my mind it is nothing more than an emergency budget, particularly when 
all those taxations which he introduced in 1981, purely as emergency 
measures, still continue, and specially when in achieving a so-called surplus 
he proposes to resort to a lot of excise duty.

Ope proposed duty in particular, I mean, the duty of Rs. 1-5-0 per 
<3$rft. on air mill-made Indian sugar, I  cannot but whole-heartedly condemn. 
It is a \yell-known canon that all indirect taxes are bad, more so, when 
they are on the country’s production, specially when that duty falls on



an industry which is, in all conscience, yet in a struggling state. But 
the Government have evidently based their conclusions only on the rapid 
growth of the industry, decreasing imports of sugar, the heavy fall of the 
income from the import duty on sugar, and above all, revenue considera
tions. But it will not be gainsaid for a moment that there has been no 
investigation beforehand, either by any expert committee or by the Tariff 
Board, into the present conditions of the industry. As the protection was 
originally intended for a period of 15 years, the proposal involves a breach 
of faith to those who have invested their capital in the industry in the 
belief that it had been assured shelter for that period. To my mind, Sir, 
the removal of the surcharge would have meant a less evil than the 
imposition of the obnoxious local tax on production. But the Government 
think that the excise duty is an alternative to the removal of the surcharge 
of Rs. 1-13-0, it is a sort of countervailing duty. They seem to think that 
the price of the Indian product is always governed by the price of the 
imported article. But it is not necessarily so. Once the import of sugar 
from abroad has considerably diminished and the flow of the supplies from 
ports to up-country has ceased or become irregular, the price of the up- 
c o u n t r v  produced sugar is not necessarily governed by the conditions pre
vailing in the maritime provinces, not so much even by the cost of pro
duction of the commodity here, but very largely by the conditions of 
demand here, by inter-factory competition, by the presence or absence of 
large stocks of sugar in the factories, and by the ability or inability of 
those factories to hold them. The value of a season’s produce iB roughly 
equal to the capital investment in the industry. Applying these tests, how 
many factories are there in northern India, which are in a position to 
double their capital with a view to enable them to hold on to their stocks 
in order to prevent a sudden glut in the market in the season and obtain 
fair prices for their goods at a later period? Again, Sir, it is really an 
irony of fate that when the Government should have paid their full atten
tion to the improvements in the internal organizations of the industry, 
they have chosen to scotch it by the levy of this duty. Protection with 
one* hand, and excise duty with the other is an indefensible attitude. But 
I must congratulate my Honourable friend, the Finance Member, on his 
announcement regarding the forthcoming legislation with a view to fix the 
-price of sugar-cane; but I must say that unless co-operative marketing is 
developed side by side, it will be impossible to regulate and enforce by 
legislation the most irresistible forces of demand and supply in the case 
of sugar-cane and for that matter of any other commodity.

Sir, as a representative from Bengal, I owe the Honourable the Finance 
Member a deep debt of gratitude for the timely financial assistance which 
he proposes to give to my province. The fair province of Bengal, which 
has ever been the hunting-ground for the peoples of Bombay, Madras, 
Punjab and other sister provinces, has been financially crippled ever since 
the inauguration of the Reforms through the inequitous arrangement 
imposed upon us by the Meston Award. So any financial aid or windfall 
which we may have has even been welcome to us. But our financial diffi
culties will never be surmounted unless and until both the Government 
here and the British Parliament have duly recognized the unjust position 
in which we have been placed by that Award.

T he H onourable M aharaja JAGADISH NATH RAY of  D inajpur  
(Bengal: Nominated Non-Official): Sir,

'T h e  Moving Finger writes; and having writ moves on;*'
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These significant lines of the poet were the first to be brought to my mind 
by the Honourable the Finance Member’s budget speech as I read it the 
other day, and I felt that it was his taxation proposals and such other 
things that worked in my mind first. But, when paragraph 88 was 
reached, my heart really leapt up with joy and a feeling of immense thank
fulness filled my mind. I may frankly say that we Bengalis had been this, 
time intently looking forward to what might be done towards the “ valid 
claim” of Bengal in respect of the revenue from the export duty on jute 
in reply to the pathetic appeal from the Govemment of Bengal. The 
White Paper recognized it; now the Government of India confirms it. The 
strong plea for the redress of the financial injustice of the MeBton Settle
ment made by the Honourable Mr. Woodhead in the Bengal Council in 
presenting the budget estimates for 1934-35 could not but move us all 
to some extent at least; but I am afraid that an anticipation of the music 
that is already being sounded was probably at the root of this concession 
of only “ half a loaf” . Nevertheless, I do not really understand what led 
the Honourable Sir George Schuster, wise as he is, to put forward a plan 
of imposing an excise duty on matches as a condition precedent to the 
handing over of the jute export duty to the jute-growing provinces. He 
must have known that even an attempt at doing such justice to a province 
might light up the embers of provincial jealousies. Could he not realise 
that to make it contingent upon the strengthening of resources by some 
kind of taxation was to set them into a conflagration? Shrewd people* 
smell a rat again in such a move. I know, Sir, that all the anticipated 
deficit of the Bengal budget amounting to about 25 per cent, of her present 
income cannot be entirely due to the flagrant mistake of 1021. .Her woes 
are partly due to the vicious circle already established there—I mean the 
huge expenditure on Law arid Order necessitated by political disturbance 
and terroristic crime flourishing upon dire distress and middle class un
employment among other things. But there too the ruling policy is 
dictated from somewhere else! There is no reason, however, why a 
province which has to pay for all the administrative expenses in connection 
with the production of the articles to be exported should not claim a 
portion of the export duties. Sir, we do not want any special treatment for 
Bengal. Each province should have the right to claim for herself at least 
half of the revenues collected in the province. Unfortunately under the 
existing arrangements while some provinces are given much more than half 
of their revenues from different sources, Bengal alone does not get even 
one-third. I need not specify any name; but, when we find that a province, 
which with a population of about 21 millions has an income of over Rs. 15 
crores, is the first to grudge the doing of bare justice to the poorest of her 
sister provinces, with 50 millions of people and revenue amounting only to 
something like Rs. 11 crores, all ideas of a Federation vanish into thin air.

Sir, the time is short, and I cannot monopolize it to go into all the 
questions relevant to the Central budget here and now. There is prima
rily the question of public debt, the question of home charges, the question 
of military expenditure, the question of public health, and the all- 
important question of agriculture and industry,—every one of which is 
bound to loom large before o\ir minds' eye on a study of the data of 
Indian economic conditions and finance. The funded and the unfunded, 
the productive and the unproductive,—they are four kinds of our debt that 
has now grown into a colossal figure. The external obligations of India



may also be divided into four or five classes including loans, home charges 
and obligations to foreign commercial investors. Not to speak of the heavy 
burden of these obligations upon the general finances and upon the tax
payer, it is a truism that they
“ constitute an important factor in determining the balance and direction of our 
trade. The rate of exchange and through it the level of prices are often Bwayed by 
considerations attending these foreign obligations” .

These are not my words, Sir. They are the words of an expert who 
has recently earned the encomiums of a Provincial Governor. The Honour
able the Finance Member has referred to the advantages the Government 
have derived by substantial reduction of interest rates, unprecedented 
exports of private gold and the capitation windfall. But in spite of all 
these, the hard-pressed agriculturist will have very little to thank him for.
I cannot, however, forget about the promised conference in April and the 
requisitioning of an expert to study the export markets, I need not take 
more time to dilate on any other point today. But before I sit down I 
make a fervent appeal to the Government to devise some better means for 
the protection and improvement of the foundation of ali schemes of public 
welfare, that is, public health. And in this connection I should like to 
make a special reference to the opinion of Lieutenant-Colonel Megaw,- 
expressed in an issue of the Indian Medical Gazette to the effect:

“ More than five millions of people suffer the death penalty every year from 
preventible diseases, many days of work are lost yearly by each worker from the same 
cause and the efficiency of each worker is diminished by about 20 to 30 per cent, 
from the combined effect of disease and malnutrition” .

T he H onourable Sardar B U TA  SIN G H  (P u n jab : S ik h ): Sir, I  cannot 
begin without congratulating the Honourable the Finance Member for his 
eloquent and comprehensive speech giving detailed accounts of his five 
years’ charge of the finances of India. Sir George Schuster came to the 
head of affairs when depression had invaded the world ai*d trade was 
impeded by tariff and currency management all over the world. In a 
way he has stood out for sound money, though I must confess at times 
ho has been persuaded to sacrifice his principle at the alter o f a policy 
of exchange. W hat a Continent like India needs is stable internal currency, 
and we may yet see India getting it. W ithout a fixed measure of values 
there is no possibility of raising Indian com m odity prices. As I am on 
the point, I  wish to emphasize the necessity of relieving the vast population 
of India from its unbearable burden of debt. The people have no incen
tive to produce more, since they know that fot generations they will get 
no benefit from it, and I hope the Conference which the Honourable Finance 
Member mentions will deal with the subject with courage, comprehension 
and determination to bring the money burden of the people into some relation 
with the present com m odity prices.

I cannot help feeling that in imposing an excise duty on sugar, the 
action of the Finance Member has been premature. The industry is not 
even a year old. It is expected that it will meet the home demand of 1985. 
The Finance Member has already come with the proposals to cripple it in 
the bud. He has put a heavy duty, which would not only react on the 
development of the industry but react adversely so far as the eane-growers 
are concerned. He estimates Rs. 1,47,00,000 of revenue from excise on 
sugar, i.e., he expects the production of sugar to be 1,47,00,000 maunds.

g e n e r a l  d is c u s s io n  o f  t h e  g e n e r a l  b u d g e t  f o r  1984-86 . 847
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There are about 147 sugar factories in the country, which means that the 
average yield of a sugar factory will be 1,00,000 maunds of sugar. In 
the year that has just come to a close five annas a maund has been the 
average price paid for sugar-cane. To this may be added three annas a 
maund for working charges, i.e., the average yield per hundred maunds 
of cane is eight maunds sugar. Therefore to produoe eight maunds it has 
cost the factory Rs. 50 at eight annas a maund.1 Eight maunds of sugar 
at Rs. 7-8-0 a maund the average price gives an earning of Rs. 60. Deduct 
Rs. 50. It gives Rs. 10 for eight maunds, i.e., the factory has earned 
Rs. 1-4-0 per maund profit. If Re. 1 a maund is given as excise duty it 
will leave only four annas a maund profit, and on a production of 1,00,000 
maunds of sugar Rs. 25,000 or a little over two per cent, on an investment of 
about Rs. 12 lakhs, which does not seem fair. In any case it is hoped 
that the duty will not be imposed for at least two years more on those 
factories which have started work only this season as it is not just and 
equitable to kill them in their infancy. ,

The Honourable the Finance Member may yet see his way to alter his 
decision and propose a progressive imposition of duty, thus allowing the 
industry to grow. At the same time, I wish to emphasize that duty on 
sugar is a provincial source of revenue. It is an income drawn from 
agriculture and as such must be wholly distributed to the provinces from 
where it is gathered to be used to help the agriculturists in these difficult 
days. The Finance Member has a surplus, and if he is as sympathetic, 
for agriculturists, as he always professes, I am sure he will have no 
objection in collecting the excise and giving it over to the eane-growers of 
the provinces in general.

We have heard a good deal of sympathy in favour of tlaNag*iculturists, 
but so far the Government of India has taken no action izt direction. 
If they are really anxious to help the development of the <xmnti*y, the first 
thing they must do is to constitute a Ministry of Development. The 
Minister in charge of development need not have a vote in the Executive 
Council, except so far as the development is concerned. Therefore there 
need be no disturbance of the status quo. At the same time, the Govern
ment of India will then have a department and organization concerned 
mainly with the co-ordination of the provincial efforts and increasing 
resources of the people.

\

T he H onoujiable K han B ahadur S yed ABDUL HAFEEZ (East 
Bengal: Muhammadan): Sir. all of us who have read the able speech of 
the Honourable the Finance Member and followed his lucid and masterly 
analysis of the financial situation of the country during the tenure of his 
office which coincided with the worst period of economic depression which 
this country has known, will admire the courage, patience and statesman
ship with which this abnormal situation haB been met by the Honourable 
the Finance Member and the Government of India. The result of this far
sighted and wise policy is apparent to us now when the Finance Member 
has succeeded in presenting us with a surplus, budget. He deserves the 
congratulation and gratitude of all who have the welfare of the country 
fit heart on his brilliant achievement. Above all, we are thankful to him 
for his efforts to establish the finance  ̂ of the country on a sound .basis,



and thus pave the way for the successful working of those constitutional 
reforms wnich we are oxpecting eagerly and which we hope, will not be 
long delayed.

One satisfactory feature o£ the present budget its the reduction of the 
cost of defence. We are grateful to His Excellency the Commander-m- 
Ohief tor affording this relief to tlie country and we hope, that His. Excellency 
will find it po&sible to keep military expenditure at the present level, if it is 
not possible to reduce it, further.

The most gratifying proposal oi the Honourable the Finance Member 
is to afford borne reliet to poor Bengal in the shape of iialf the jute export, 
duty. The successive deficit budgets of Bengal indicate it6 pitiable plight 
under a financial settlement wliich is most unfair to that province. The 
activities of tiie Government of Bengal have been crippled seriously* because 
in spite oi drastic retrenchments and rigorous econom y» it has not been 
able to find sufficient money, even for its nation-buHding departments, 
On behalf of the people of Bengal, I thank the Honourable the Finance 
Member and the Government of India for realizing our plight and distress 
and for doing us some measure of justice. The people of Bengal are 
encouraged by the promise of the Government that the present measure 
is not to;

“ be regarded as a full and final settlement o£ the Bengal Government’* financial 
position’'.
We hope that before long full justice will be done to Bengal and its claim 
to the whole of the jute export duty conceded, so that Bengal may be in 
the happy position in which we are very glad to find our sister province 
of the Punjab in the prosperity of which we are deeply interested.

I do not wish to say anything about the other proposals of the Honour
able the Finance Member, Imposition of new taxes is always an 
unpleasant thing, but if it has to be done, we should accept the necessity 
with good grace.

1 again congratulate the Honourable the Finance Member on the success 
of his efforts to stabilize the finances of India.

Thk H onourable S ir  GEORGE SCHUSTER (Finance Member): , Sir, 
>as I have sat through general discussions on the budgets in the past years,
. however much I myself might have thought my budget a good one, IJtiave 
been; impelled to the reflection that there is no rose without a thorn. Today 
my mind has been filled with inversion of the same phrase, that there are 
no thorns without roses, for I must confess that I have received some very 
beautiful and welcome bouquets among all the thorns of criticism ^Jnch 
have been apparent today; and I should like at the outset.to express my 
great appreciation to all those speakers who have said kind and flattering 
things about my own record as Finance Member. When one comes to 
the end of one’s time one is apt to view matters more impartially, and 
speaking not as a party man defending the policy of Government, I should 
like to say that I feel that perhaps the great part of those tributes is 
undeserved and that the only thing one can claim is that amidst considerable 
difficulties one has tried to maintain a high standard of public, finance and 
to handle that part of the administration of India in the best interests of 
India taking a long view of what those interests are. Now, Sir, as a result 
bf today's discussion I find myself left with rather less than usual to reply 
to. There have been criticisms, but even among those who have criticised,
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their speeches have to some extent been mingled with expressions of praise, 
while those who have had nothing but criticism have elicited very able 
answers from other Members of this Honourable House; and therefore 1 
have a feeling that practically everything that has been said in the course 
of the debate today has beeD cancelled out. There are, however, certain 
main issues on which I must say a few words. We have had of course the 
usual discussion of that issue as to whether a balance should be provided 
by measures of retrenchment or taxation. My Honourable friend Rai 
Bahadur Lala Ram Saran Das, who opened the discussion, advanced a very 
extreme theory for retrenchment. In fact he said that the Finance Depart
ment should entirely eschew its habit of taxation and that whenever it had 
a difficulty it should meet that difficulty by retrenchment. Well, I would 
remind my Honourable friend that if we had followed that policy since 
the year 1928 when I first took office we should .by this time have had 
to reduce our total expenditure, net expenditure, to something like Rs. 85 
crores; that would have had to cover expenditure on the army, civil 
administration, and everything else. I am sure that my Honourable friend 
will admit that such an extreme is an impossible counsel of perfection. 
And the point that I want to put to the House is this. It would, of course, 
have been possible to pursue measures of retrenchment still further, but in 
considering this matter particularly in times like the present one has to 
take into account not merely the financial effects of one’s policy but also 
its general reactions on the country, and it is being realized in many 
countries today that although retrenchment has to be imposed very ruth
lessly and very rigorously, still in itself retrenchment may produce 
unfavourable reactions and thus intensify the economic depression. We 
started by pursuing retrenchment rigorously and ruthlessly, and I think 
we may claim that we have achieved a fairly even balance between these 
conflicting considerations and that, as long as things remain as they are, 
we have pursued that method of retrenchment to about the right degree*
, Several Honourable Members have spoken about reducing the cost of 
the army. Well, I would ask them to realize this, that we have now got 
to a point where further reductions in army expenditure cannot be achieved 
without reductions of troops, and that in order to achieve appreciable 
economies the reductions in troops would have to be on a very substantial 
scale. If troops are to be reduced, those reductions cannot be confined to 
the British troops in this country and 1 doubt very much whether any 
Honourable Member would really press for that. There would therefore 
have to be reductions on both sides and after all the greater part of the 
expenditure on troops goes on pay and pay means purchasing power. 
And therefore, if further heavy retrenchments in the army have to be 
effected, I would ask Honourable Members to appreciate that it will with* 
draw a certain amount of purchasing power—the amount varying according 
to the degree of the retrenchment—from large classes of people and the 
poorest people in this country. That is an aspect of the matter which 
must not be left out of account.

Now, Sir, apart from that, there are certain main topics on whioh, ad 
I say, I must say a few words. The main topics on which 1 think most 
people have concentrated are—the question of the sugar excise, the question 
of our proposals of assistance to Bengal and its reactions on other provinces 
and the question as regards our proposals for reduction and avoidance 
of debt.



As to Bugar, perhaps the most detailed case, supported by figures, was 
made by my Honourable friend, Sir Homi Mehta. I shall study his figures 
with interest. I only have this to say that the whole of his calculations 
started from the premise that the Indian sugar factory pays six annas per 
maund for cane. Well, according to mtv information, that is a statement 
which does not accurately represent the facts as they are today. If those 
wore the facts perhaps the case would be more satisfactory than it is. I 
think perhaps if my Honourable friend will excuse me, the time is very 
9hort——

Tire H onourable S ir HOMI MEHTA : I only wish to say, Sir, th at 
at present it is more than six annas.

T he H onourable S ir GEORGE SCHUSTER: I am sure some of the  
factories pay more but I think the general average price is considerably 
less. We at any rate take our stand on the position as stated by my 
Honourable friend Mr. Henderson that- we think that even with this excise 
it will be possible for the factory to pay a fair price to the producer, for 
the factory, if it is well managed, to earn a fair profit, and for the factory 
to charge a price that is not excessive to the consumer. It is on these 
three propositions that we stand and upon which our proposals must be 
judged. !

Then again, in connection with sugar a good deal has been said about 
the loss of revenue. Some Honourable Members have been horrified at 
its extent. Others have tried to represent that the figures are not so large 
as have been stated on other occasions, because there were compensating 
advantages to Government. It is true, of course, that in the year 1930-81 
we got something over Rs. 10 crores of revenue from sugar but of course 
that does represent the peak of our receipts and bv that time the duty was 
already at a level so high that it must have had a protective effect: and 
therefore I think it would be unfair to say that the country should have 
relied permanently on getting something like Rs. ID crores out of the sugar 
duty. 1 would put it at Rs. 7 crores as a permanent and reliable source 
of revenue. Now, as Honourable Members know, it has come down to 
Bs. 2 crores and we have tried to gain back a certain amount more in this 
excise duty. But even so, the loss of revenue will be very heavy indeed 
and I am afraid that only a verv small fraction of that can be recouped 
out of income-tax returns. One does not wish to exaggerate the position 
but ;.n whatever way vou present it you must recognize that the cost of 
protecting the sugar industry in India to the general public and the general 
body of consumers has financially been a very heavy one.

Now. Sir. as regard* Benga-l. I think the case has been very fully 
discussed today and the case for Bengal has been very ably stated by my 
Honourable friend Mr. Basu. T can onlv repeat what I have already said 
that in making this proposal we made it on the ground that Bengal was 
in a special position for which there was no parallel in India. We fully 
recognized the points and the dangers which were referred to by my 
Honourable friend, Sir Kurma Venkata Reddi. We recognized that it might 
be represented by those outside ns a policy which was putting a premium 
on extravagance or a policy which was encouraging people not to help 
themselves. We recognized those dangers but we are ’quite certain that 
any inference of that kind cannot fairly be drawn from a proposal to give 
special assistance to Bengal. Judged by anv standard which one can 
apply, as regards revenue and exnenditure—and I would refer my Honour
able friend Sir Kurma Venkata Reddi, to the calculations which given
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originally in the Simon Commission’s report, particularly the portion written 
by Sir Walter Layton—according to any standard which one applies, the 
level both of expenditure and possible revenue in Bengal was considerably 
lower than in any other province. They cannot be accused of extravagance 
in standards of expenditure and we came to the conclusion that their pre
sent position was one from which they could not extricate themselves and 
therefore it was on that ground that our proposal was made. We also 
of course—although as I have already pointed out in the other House we 
oatitiot accept the White Paper as it stands as a commitment of any kind 
been use it still has to be approved by Parliament—we nevertheless had 
before us the proposals in the White Paper and those proposals were based 
upon a very careful consideration of the position, the result of discussions 
in three successive committees on federal finance and of the examination 
of the fosifcioti by Commissions which had come out to India. Those 
proposals definitely admitted that the case of Bengal could not be adjusted on 
any basis that could be devised of a general distribution of income-tax, 
and that therefore some preliminary adjustment was necessary. The actual 
proposal that they made was that at least half of the jute export duty 
should be handed over to the jute exporting provinces. Well, Sir, those 
conclusions having been reached in public documents, one cannot regard 
the position as entirely unprejudiced by them, and as we, approaching the 
matter from another angle, had reached the conclusion that there was a 
danger of the financial position of Bengal becoming unmanageably difficult, 
and as those proposals which had come up from the other side indicated 
one wav of approaching the matter, it was a fairly natural conclusion that 
we should adapt our conclusion to the proposals of the White Paper and 
make a proposal in that * particular form. But I repeat again that our 
action is based on our having formed a judgment that the case of Bengal 
was n special case and needed special assistance and that we were in no 
way pandering to inefficiency or extravagance or allowing n Government 
to force our hands merely because it refused to help itself.

*Now. Sir, other speakers have raised the cases of other provinces. We 
have had a very eloquent statement of the case for Assam and a plea 
put forward that just as Bengal is receiving a portion of the jute export 
duty', so Assam should receive a portion of the excise duties on petrol and
oil products produced in her own territorv. Now I do not wish to commit 
mvsolf on the question of Assam. though if mv Honourable friend refers 
to my budget speech he will find a tentative expression of opinion on behalf 
of *he Government of Tndia that there mav be a justification for special 
help in the case vof Assam. But one point I must make, and that is that 
we cannot possibly accept the conclusion that there is any parallel between 
what has been done as regards the jute export dutv and anv claim that 
Assam may have for the excise duties collected on oil produced in her own 
territory, As one of the speakers in the Assembly pointed out, if Bengal 
was to cease producing jute tomorrow the revenue would disappear. But 
if Assam ceased producing petrol and kerosene tomorrow it would not 
make the slightest difference to the revenues of the Government of India, 
because the consumers would obtain the same petrol and the same kerosene 
from other sources. And in fact that brings out the essence of the differ
ence. Ir, the case of these excises it is the consumer who is being taxed, 
and in tJv cn?e of the jute export duty it is a particular product that*in 
being taswl '
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Now, Sir, another case that has been raised is that of Bombay, and 
the particular point that has been made in that connection is that the 
finances of Bombay are in a very difficult position and that they are now 
overhung by a special difficulty, the difficulty of the competition from the 
Kathiawar ports and their unfavourable results on Bombay’s financial 
interests. I am afraid that I cannot respond to the appeal which was 
made by several speakers that I should make a specific pronouncement on 
that 6ulbject today. I can only say this, that we do regard the matter 
as one of first class importance and that, as the province of Bombay has 
now officially raised that question, we recognize that it is a question which 
must be gone into very carefully and treated as a matter of urgency. We 
are going to do that and we fully recognize the difficulties in which the 
City of Bombay and the Government of Bombay are being placed.

Now, Sir, another important feature of the budget was of course our 
proposals for assistance to the province of Bihar. I should like to thank 
all those Honourable Members of this House who spoke today for their 
expressions of appreciation of what we have done in this matter. I have 
often, speaking on this subject, had to disclaim any right for Members of 
Government to expect thanks for generosity. The money with which we 
have to deal ifl not our own money. We are trustees. We have to perform 
public obligations and there should be no question of generosity for which 
Members of Government can claim thanks. But what we can claim is that 
we have tried to go into this matter as urgently as possible. We have not 
delayed it. We only waited until we felt the Government of Bihar would 
be ready from its own immediate disturbance after the earthquake to 
discuss the matter with us. I would like to remind the House that the 
Finance Secretary, Sir Alan Parsons, who sits behind me, in order to save 
time undertook a very loftg flight in an aeroplane at a time which, both 
for public and private reasons, was most extremely inconvenient to himself, 
and that he spared himself not at all when he was down there. He worked
12 hours a day and flew for two continuous days over the stricken area in 
order that he might be able to work out expeditiously proposals with the 
Govemment of Bihar. If there is any merit in the scheme which has been 
proposed T should like this House to appreciate that the credit for that 
is due to Sir Alan Parsons. (Applause.) Therefore we can claim, and 
I associate myself With him as a Member of the Finance Department, that 
we tackled the matter in a businesslike wav, and tho other thing we can 
claim in this connection is that the fact that we have been able to give 
assistance of this kind to Bihar without embarrassment is a result of the 
sound financial policy we have followed. Tt is an illustration of the value 
of pursuing principles of sound finance, because that means that when some 
unforeseen disaster comes upon one. one has a margin of strength upon 
whioh one can draw. "

Now, Sir, as regards the reduction and avoidance of debt, the time is 
late and I think I really need say nothing on that subject. We felt after 
most mature consideration that what we were proposing was sound, was not 
risking our sound financial position, and would not in fact damage our 
credit. Since we made those proposals we have. I think, proved that our 
anticipations were correct, because, as T pointed out in the other House 
on Saturdftv. the immediate reaction in LohdorY was tx very substantial 
•ind marked ris'" in the price of Government of India securities.
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There is only one other email point to which I would like to refer,
The Honourable Mr. Hossain Imam in his speech gave some figures in
dicating that the proportion of the Government of India’s expenditure in 
London had greatly increased in the last ten years. I was unable to
follow my Honourable friend's figures or to deduce the source from which
ho made his calculations, but 1 should be very glad to go into the matter
with my Honourable friend. I feel that somehow or other there must be
aome misunderstanding about those facts. There is nothing in the facts
which would support  ̂such a conclusion.

Now, Sir, it only remains for me again to express my thanks to this
House for the courtesy which they have always extended to me. It has
always been a pleasure to come to this House and to hear their views on my
budget. One can appreciate the change of atmosphere and I myself have
always gained a great deal from being able to participate, if only for a 
day, in the discussions in this Upper Chamber. I regret greatly that
this should be the last occasion on which I come before this House. I
regret also that on every occasion, I am afraid, that I have appeared
before it, I have had to tell and to listen to something like a tale of woe.
But. Sir, when all is said and done, I remain firmly of the opinion that
our misfortunes and our hardships, the hardships of the people in India,
have been less than the hardships in other countries as a result of this
crisis. It has had, I think, less effect on India than on other countries.
We have so far at any rate weathered the storm with less disturbance
to normality. I hope that the tide is on the turn. I think there are
reasons to think that it may be on the turn, but I am afraid one cannot
and one ought not to look forward to any miraculous change, and I think
one must recognize that what we used to formerly regard as a temporary
cycl* from which there would be a recovery to the post-war level is. Tuore 
than that, and that the world is not likely, within the next few years
to recover to anything like the standards of 1928. We have got to adapt
ourselves to lower standards of prices and world trade than we had come
tu think were normal after the war. And that is the last word which I
hnvta to say, that when we are thinking of special measures which some
people regard as measures designed to tide one over a special period of
distress, one must remember this that it is dangerous to adopt measures
which are based on the supposition of a recovery to the former level. One
must do what one can to improve things, but I think this country must
recognize that in certain respects people have got to get accustomed to
different standards to those which prevailed in 1928.

That, Sir, is my view on the situation; at the same time I am still an 
optimist and I hope that my successor when he comes before this House
will not only receive the same courtesy as I have always received, but
have, the advantage of conducting his work in periods of a higher level of
economic prosperity. (Applause.)

T he H onourable the  PRESIDENT: This concludes the debate on
the Budget, Part II. '

[Sir George Schuster.]

The Council then adjourned till Eleven of the Clock on Tuesdav, the
6th March, 1984. '




